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VERY LIMITED TIME OFFER! 
&%□@Ml GP 1 OOTI 

DIRECT CONNECT PRINTER 
INCLUDES SPECIAL PRINTER ADDENDUM FOR THE Tl! 

A serious printer for the budget-minded Tl user. For a very limited 
time only, we are offering this direct connect Seikosha GP 100TI dot 
matrix printer from Axiom Corporation at unheard-of savings. 

"JUST PLUG IT IN AND START PRINTING!" 

Simplicity of operation and Seikosha's famous reliability together 
with the direc1-connect feature makes the GP 1 OOTI the perfect starter 
printer. 

Multiple copies, adjustable tractors, and suprisingly good graphics 
add to the bargain. Another plus - you can daisy-chain other 
peripherals such as disk drives and cassette program players with com
plete compability. The GP 100TI allows user defined number of line 
feeds per line, line lengths, margins, and a self-test. Big printer features 
for an incredibly low price. 

This dot-addressable printer also uses cartridge ribbons and stan
dard fan-fold paper. 

But hurry! This is a very limited time offer and quantities are limited. 
AXI 104 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $119.95 
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GP 700TI COLOR PRINTER! 
''AN AFFORDABLE FULL-COLOR PRINTER 

DIRECT CONNECT 

Color Graphics Printer - GP-700TI 
A 7-color printer that uses a unique 4-hammer printhead to implement its impact type of 
dot matrix printing. 

Main features of the GP-700TI include: 

• Printing speed is 50 chrs./sec. irrespective of the color 
• Tractor feed and friction feed 
• ink ribbon cassette has individual cartridges that can be replaced as a specific color is used up 
• Standard characters. double-width characters and graphics can all be intermixed on the same 

line in any choice of colors. I
• Colors can be specified in 3 ways 

1. Character units or 8-dot vertical graphic·s columns 
2. Single dot units scanning horizontally corresponding to the the h�mmers in the print head. 

AXI 105 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  132911 

EXCELTEC LICENSED EXTENDED BASIC 

LOWEST PRICE 

EVER! 
"Works exactly like the original!" K.R. Ft. Myers, FL 

In conjunction with Exceltec, Inc., Unisource has gone to great lengths to bring you the lowest-cost, fully com
patible, fully documented Extended BASIC module on the market today. Exceltec is licensed by Texas Instruments 
to manufacture its Extended BASIC module. 

This module contains the same chip as the original Texas Instruments module at a tremendous savings! 
The following feature enhancements are included: IF-THEN-ELSE statements, direct screen accessing, multi-line 

statements, output formatting with "using" clause, BASIC sub-programs with arguments and local variables, auto 
booting of disk programs, easy control of up to 28 sprites from BASIC, program chaining, merging of code
protected programs, ON ERROR statements, BOOLEAN functions such as AND, OR NOT, etc. 

When 32k Memory Expansion is present in your system, this powerful software will provide access to the addi
tional memory, and allows you to run the many third party programs written in Extended BASIC. Call 
now! STA 113 

;)� 
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NOW 

s49es 



[l(iJ CorComp Inc. ) 
"THREE PRODUCTS ... ONE CARD!" 

TRIPLE TECH 
CLOCK/CALENDAR: Provides real time: YEAR, MONTH, DATE, DAY OF THE 
WEEK, HOURS, MINUTES AND SECONDS. The Clock/Calendar will feature a crystal 
controlled oscillator accurate to .002% and battery back-up so that the clock calendar 
will still operate for over six months even with power turned off. 

The Clock/Calendar can easily be accessed through either Tl BASIC or Tl Ex
tended BASIC. This makes the CorComp Clock/Calendar portion of TRIPLE TECH 
ideal for bulletin board systems, computerized time management and the computing 
of the hobbies!. 
64K PRINTER BUFFER: The Buffer is virtually compatible with any printer and 
requires no user modification of software - it installs easily, in seconds. 
FEATURES: 
• 64k Memory 
• Copy Function for immediate duplication of print-out 
• Clear Function to empty buffer 
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER CONNECTION: Now you can place your Tl Speech 
Synthesizer board into your Tl Peripheral Box. You simply remove the Tl Speech Syn
thesizer board from its housing and plug on to TRIPLE TECH! 

TRIPLE TECH will allow you normal use of your Tl Speech Synthesizer while 
eliminating the need for the external box plugged into the side of your console. 

COR 112 ............................................... $12995

The CorComp Clock/Calendar Stand 
Alone provides a simple means of accessing in 
real time the: YEAR, MONTH. DATE, DAY OF 
THE WEEK. HOURS. MINUTES AND 

SECONDS. The Clock/Calendar will feature a 

crystal controlled oscillator accurate to .0020/o 
and battery back-up so that the clock calendar 
will still operate for over six months even with 
the power turned off. 

The Clock/Calendar can easily be accessed through either Tl BASIC or Tl Extended 
BASIC. This makes the CorComp Clock/Calendar ideal for bulletin board systems, computeriz-
ed time management and the hobbiest's programming. 

n,e 9900 CorComp Clock/Calendar will be housed in a small black metal box 5"x2"x2½" 
patterned after the CorComp 9900 Micro Expansion System. It plugs directly into the side of 
the 9914A or it can daisy chain with the Tl Speech Synthesizer and other CorComp stand alone 
products 

LOAD INTERRUPT SWITCH: As an additional feature 9900 Clock/Calendar Stand Alone will 
have a Load Interrupt Switch to allow use of the newest screen dump programs now available 

��:� 1� .�
9

.'��: ..................................................... s79111

COMPLETE EXTERNAL 

OS/DD DRIVES - READY TO USE! 

Nearly a MB of Storage with Two Slim Line Drives 
These external disk dn'ffls are 1oeatly sw!ed tor �sage with any dtsk controller card Iha! 

can control one or more doub'e sided. doubH, density disk drives 

At 1ono last, aftordab'e disk drives are available for your Tl 99/4A and are fully compatible 

Wtlh all stOf&ge devt<:es - Tl. CorComp. Myarc, etc 

Eithet one Of' two of these slim disk drives hU been installed 1n our power su�y cabine1 
Each of the drives are double skied. double density-that's 360 KB with one sUm drive or 
neariy 1 MB of 81orage capacity wtth two slim line drives! 

With computing l)OW8f so readily ava1table lrom these quahty Teac manufactured dnves. 

now tS the time 10 buy � 
R«,uk93 Console. 0,1c Controller Card, 321< recommended 
UNI 102X 1 • One shm hne OS/00 dnve with power supply cabinet and 

cables 

UNt 102X2 Two shm hne OSIOO drives with power supply cabtne1 and 

CAbles 

$19995 

s33995 

DRIVES FOR THE PE BOX 
EXPANSION PERIPHERALS! 

Diak DriVfl - All disk drives sold by Un,source are 
guaranteed to be 100 percent compatible with Iha 99/4A 
Home Computer. All of these drives are ideally su,ted tor 
the Peripheral Expansion system as -11. Drives may be 
purchased either as a single drive "bare"-ready for in
sertion into the PE box-,n s,ngle sided, single density or 
double sided double density it your disk controller card will 
control DS/DD. or the drives may be purchased "slim line 
bare"-meanmg two drives will ht into the same opening 
of the box. These slim line drives may also be purchased 
Single sided, single density or double s,ded, double dens,-

ty, again depending upon your disk con I roller card and do 
requ,re an electrtCal conversion kit 

Requires disk contro!ler, peripheral expansion box or 
disk drive po_, lupply, cabmet and external drive cable 
UNI 106 Slngle Sided Slngle Density (Futt 

;::"s!:C�ifthisisaseconddriveJ 816995 
UNI 102 Double Sided Double Density 

i=.�:c=is,saseconddrlveJH. 817995 

ADDITIONAL PERIPHERALS FOR THE HOME COMPUTER 
Diak Drive Po_, Supply Cabinet - Th,s ,s a complete 
power supply and cabinel designed 10 house either one 
full height disk drive or Iwo shm line drives Requires: Disk 
drive, disk conlroller, external disk drive cable 
UNl1N. .. .•se■• 
Diak Controller Cetd - Manutaclured by CorComp. !his 
1isk controller card will handle up to 4 double sided. dou• 
ble density disk drives and allows for multiple disk drive 
configurations. Requires: Peripheral expans10n box, inter
nal disk drive cable. 1-4 d,sk drives 
t;OR 102 . . .. •15 ... 

32k Memory Card - Add 321< bytes of additional com
<>Uting power 10 the console's 111k random access memory 
(RAM). This ,s a mus! for fully expanding the 9914A's 
capabilitl8S to run software like Extended BASIC. Mini 
Memory. Editor Assembler, Tl-Writer and Micro901t 
Muttiplan Requires: Penpheral Expansion Box 
COfl ICM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... •1111" 

FrN Standing 32k device - ,'ccesses !hose programs 
,equmng additional 32k memory withoul having lo pur
chase !he expensive Peripheral Expans10n Box• Manufac
turer varies. but th,s dev1ce is always compatible, and 
plugs directly ,n10 the side port of the computer 
BOX 100. . . . 1121" 

FACE PLATE ....... , ........•....... 7.115 

CBL 100 .......................... Ul.115 
CBL 101 .......................... 211.115 
CBL 103 .......................... 26.85 
CBL 104 .......................... 211.115 

Prlots. spacfflcetions & avellablllty .. subject to Chllnge. 
PINN cw/ lot currant ptlc» .,,.,,_!Jon_
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�t' GEMINI 1 OX 

$21995
(When you purchase any one of three lnterfacea 

described below) 

List price on Star Micronics Gemini 1 OX is $399.95. Unisource 
Electronics slashes retail prices to a never-before-heard-of price 
with purchase of any one of the three interfaces described below. 
This is the lowest price ever offered on the Gemini 10X printer. 

Call today and reserve one of the best-selling printers and in
terfaces of all time. Quantities are large, but at this phenomenal 
price, orders will be accepted on a first-come-first-serve basis. 

Look at the Big Features for the Gemini 1 OX: 
• Tractor (pin) and friction feed
• Very fast 120 characters per second print speed
• Bi-directional and logic seeking
• High density 9 x 9 dot matrix pattern for near letter quality 

printing 
• Eight distinctive character fonts
• Standard typewriter ribbon replacement (about $3.00)
• Standard ASCII characters with special characters, block 

graphics characters, downloadable and even international 
characters. 

• Centronics parallel 
GEMINI 10X 

purchased separately UNI 142 ...................... $239.95 

PARALLAX INTERFACE 
The ParallAx interface allows for direct-connect com
munication between the computer and !he printer . Iust 
plug the ParallAx in and start printing! This ,s a low-cost 
printer interface for the Tl 99/4A and is fully compatible 
with all of the printers featured in this flyer. The expensive 
peripheral expansion box is not required - nothing else is 
needed I The ParallAx interface has a built-in printer cable. 
UNISOURCE PRICED (AXI 110) .............. $14.115 

(Specify AXI 100 when ordering Gemini 10X) 

RS232 STAND-ALONE 
This RS232 stand-alone device (COR 103) serves a dual 
purpose. It provides the neceeaary interface �n your 
computer Jnd the printer and also has a serial port for a 
modem hook-up for telecommunications. Once you've 
mastered the new world a printer brings to your 9914A. you 
may want to get involved with the Source and "talk"' to 
mainframe computers via a telecommunications link. Thia 
device has the modem serial port already built in. 
Telecommunications is a natural outgrowth of having a 
printer system! 
Requires custom prlnte, cable. (UNI 110) 
UNISOURCEPR!CEO(COR 103) ........... . 1124.115 
CUSTOM PRINTER CABLE (UNI 110) .•..••.• . 121.N 

RS232 CARD 
The RS232 card (COA 101) provides all Of the capebltltlea 
of the free-standing device listed above in a configuration 
that fits inside a Tl Peripheral Expansion Box. It aleo pro
vides a separate serial port 
Requires custom prlnte, Cllble. (UNI 110) 
UNISOURCE PRICED (COR 101) ............. 1ft. 
CUSTOM PRINTER CABLE (UNI 110) .••.•.••. 121. 

LOWEST PRICE EVER!! 
s54es 

Tl WRITER 
PHM 3111 Module a Diak 

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 

The Tl Writer was designed to provide man� of th& features of larger, more complex word pro
cessing systems. Text editing and formatting features include inserting and deleting text and 
lines, automatic paragraph indentation, right margin justification, automatic word wrapping, 
overstriking and underlining, moving and copying text, and document reformatting. US8fS can 
create, edit, save, and print documents with the text editor option, in either word wrap or fixed 

mode (4A only). Required: Memory expansion, disk system, and printer system. 

UNISOURCE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
7006 University 
P.O. Box 64240 

Lubbock, TX 79464 
Call Toll Free 1-800-858-4580 
In Texas call 1-806-7 45-8834 

"'!bur One Source for Texas Instruments 9Q/4A HtJfdware, 

Software & PerlpheraJ Needs Since 1981" 
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TEX.If COMP
™

America's Number One TEXAS LNSTRUMENTS dealer. 

Proudly Introduces 

THE SALE YOU WAITED FOR 

Get a great computer and a great deal. 
Order software totaling $99.95 or more 
from our big selection and get a brand 

new Tl-99/ 4A Console for only 

$4 7 .95 (Reg. 79.95)

+ Ship Ins/Hand. • Without software
purchase 

TEX-COMP, the_world's largest supplier of Tl-99/4A equipment, 
has obtained a special purchase on the Tl-99/4A console and is 
passing the savings on to you. 

You can protect your investment with a back-up console or 
introduce your friends and relatives to the finest home computer 
ever produced- at the lowest price ever! 

To qualify for this unheard of price, all you ,have to do is purchase 

Tl software from our selection in this ad in an amount of $99.95 or 
more and you can purchase the console at this low advertised price. 

All consoles are brand new and packed with a power supply, 
RF modulator, user's reference manual and programming manual, 
as well as a 1-year Tl factory warranty. 



PHM 3002 
PHM 3003 
PHM 3004 
PHM 3006 
PHM 3016 
PHM 3013 
PHM 3022 
PHM 3023 
PHM 3030 
PHM 3031 
PHM 3032 
PHM 3052 
PHM 3053 
PHM 3054 
PHM 3056 
PHM 3057 
PHM 3098 
PHM 3099 
PHM 3100 
PHM 3101 
PHM 3112 

$6.95 
PHM 3042 
PHM 3041 
PHM 3114 
PHM 3034 
PHM 3037 

TCS 995 

$7.95 

Early Learning Fun 
Beginning Grammar 
Number Magic 
Home Financial Decisions 
Tax Investment Rec. Keeping 
Video Games 
Personal Real Estate 
Hunt the Wumpus 
Amazing 
Attack 
Blasto 
Tombstone City 
Tl Invaders 
Car Wars 
Alpiner 
Munchman 
Number Readyness (Mill) 
Laws of Arithmetic (Mill) 
Equations (Mill) 
Formulas (Mill) 
Parsec 

Tunnels of Doom (Cass. or Disk) 
Adventure (Cass. or Disk) 
Alligator Mix 
Hustle 
Hangman 

Airline (Cass or Disk XBas1c Reri) 

Games Tl Plays (Book ... 32 Cass progs) 

$19.95 
99-Writer II (Disk) 
TE-IV+ (Disk) 

PHO 5098 Tl Forth (New Low Price

Ed/Assembler Required) 
Mini Writer I (Mini-Memory Req) 
Bits & Bytes (Book + 50 cass 

progs) 
Basic Tips by Amlist 

$9.95 
PHM 3009 
PHM 3010 
PHM 3015 
PHM 3043 
PHM 3046 
PHM 3047 
PHM 3048 
PHM 3082 
PHM 3027 
PHM 3028 
PHM 3029 
PHM 3049 
PHM 3050 
PHM 3051 
PHM 3088 
PHM 3059 
PHM 3060 
PHM 3061 
PHM 3062 
PHM 3091 
PHM 3092 
PHM 3'093 
PHM 3094 
PHM 3020 
PHM 3067 
PHM 3064 
PHM 3177 
PHM 3178 
PHM 3035 
PHM 3233 

$38.95 

Football 
Physical Fitness 

MICROpendium/ August 1985 Page S 

Early Reading tSpeech; 
Reading Fun 
Reading On 
Reading Roundup 
Reading Rally 
Reading Fltg"ht 
Addition & Subtraction 1 
Addition & Subtraction 2 
Multiplication 1 
Division 1 
Numeration 1 
Numeration 2 
Computer Math Games 6 
Scholastic Spelling 3 (Speech) 
Scholastic Spelling 4 (Speech) 
Scholastic Spelling 5 (Speech\ 
Scholastic Spelling 6 (SpePchl 
Subtraction (Mill) 
Multiplication (Mill) 
Division (Mill) 
Integers (Mill) 
Music Maker 
Othello 
Typing Tutor 
Facemaker 
Story Machine 
Terminal Emulator II 
Burgert1me 

PHM 3058 Mini Memory (w/Free Mini Writer I) 
PHM 3055 Editor/Assembler (wtFree "Widget") 

PHM 3109 Logo II (32K Req) 

$49.95 
Complete Adventure series on 
disk or cassette (Specify) 

(Book + Cassette) 

s p EC I AL 
We have on hand a limited number of the Classic Black & Silver 

99 I 4A consoles which you may purchase this offer for $6 7. 95. 

This model will run all 3rd party 

· modules including Navarone. Atarisof

Romox and Fun ware. 

6795

{Reg. 99. 95) Without software pure 

-
VISA 

-

* Shipping, Handling & Insurance on this special offer is $10.00 
(Continental U.S.) to any UPS deliverable address. HA., AL., 
Canada and APO slightly higher. 

1 ISA 1tnC1 MAS TE R,-ARO 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

(818) 366-6631 

Sf HO OROlA ANO MAKt CHlCttS PAYABLE TO 

TEXJfCOMP'· 
PO 901 Jl014 GRANADA Hll lS CA 91U4 

Tcxa.s lnstrummts 

• 
AUlHORllf D 0£ALf Jol 

TERMS. All p11ces F OB lus Angelt1� For l11s1esI service ustt 
ca&lllers check or n,oney ordt)r Add 3',• shIppIng and handlrn11 
(S3 00 mlntmumt East of M,ss,ss,pµ, ,,,, •,, (Free �htpp,ng on all 
soltw11re oroers over $10000). P11c11s end 111vaItab1111y subtect lu 
change wlthOut noI,c" We reserve the rt�ht lo 1tn11I Quan111,es 

HOT£ Pat,"T'ff"'' ,n l u ll must •�compeny .,, OICJa r s c,.e111 c,,,t1 

C..omµany ( .... .. ,- .. 01 Mone� Order for ,mmee1,are Jf't1pmen1 Personei 

c,.,,.,,_., reou•'f' vo ro, •eei111. ,o c,ea, Ca1,to1n,1 ord•'• ado 6'-'' 1a1es 
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C□ntents 

IDICA□pandwrr.i 

MICROpendium is published 12 
times annually in Round Rock, 
Texas. No material published in the 
pages of MICROpendium may be 
used without permission of the pub
lisher. Computer user groups that 
have signed exchange agreements 
with MICROpendium may excerpt 
articles appearing in MICROpen
dium without prior approval. 

While all efforts are directed at 
providing factual and true informa
tion in published articles, the pub
lisher cannot accept responsibility 
for errors that appear in advertising 
or text appearing in MICROpen
dium. The inclusion of brand names 
in text does not constitute an endor
sement of any product by the pub
lisher. Statements published in 
MICROpendium which reflect 
erroneously on individuals, products 
or companies will be corrected upon 
contacting the publisher. 

Unless the author specifies, letters 
will be treated as unconditionally 
assigned for publication, copyright 
purposes and use in any other publi
cation or brochure and are subject to 
MICROpendium's unrestricted right 
to edit and comment. 

Display advertising deadlines and 
rates are available upon request. 

All correspondence should be 
mailed to MICROpendium at P.O. 
Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. We 
cannot take responsibility for unsoli
cited manuscripts but will give con
sideration to anything sent to the 
above address. Manuscripts will be 
returned only if a self-enclosed, 
stamped envelope is included. 

All editions of MICROpendium are 
mailed from the Round Rock 
(Texas) or Smithville (Texas) Post 
Office. Subscriptions are $15 for 12 
issues, delivered via third class mail. 
In Canada, add $3.50. Subscribers in 
the United States who wish first class 
delivery may also add $3.50 to the 
basic subscription price. 
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1343, 
Round Rock, TX 78680 
Telephone: (512) 255-1512 
Source: Tl4596 
John Koloen ........... Publisher 
Laura Burns ............ Editor 

Coming Next Month 
-Taking control of CTRLU

-The music of Stephen Foster

-Myarc's new 128K card

@Copyright MICROpendium 
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Now get more out of your 
Tl Home Computer-for less. 

ADD A 2ND DISK DRIVE TO YOUR 

Tl/99/4A SYSTEM FOR ONLY 

tl��;j $129
95 

St:;-� Plus S&H 

Disk Memory 
Drive 

TEX-COMP with its enormous buying power 
has purchased the entire stock of the same 
drive used in the Tl P-Box and is passing the 
savings on to you. These units come com
plete with cable, ready to be installed as a 
number two or three disk drive. 

By adding a second drive to your system 
you can free yourself from swapping pro
gram and data disks on many programs. 
You can also make backups without any disk swapping. 

This is a limited offer subject to prior sale so act fast or you will miss the greatest value in 
a Tl-99/99/4A disk drive that has ever been offered. 
These units are sold with a 90-day warranty. 

EXTRA VALUE BONUS 

With each disk drive ordered we are including a HEAD brand disk drive head cleaning kit 
which regularly sells for $15.95 in the big TEX-COMP catalog. 

Due to this outstanding value, we reserve the right to limit 
quantities. 

SEND $2.00 FOR OUR NEW 30-PAGE 
99/4A CATALOG & BUYERS GUIDE 

WE INCLUDE A $5 SAVING CERTIFICATE! 

Watch for many more outstanding Tl-99/4A offers 
coming from TEX-COMP. 

"THE LEADER OF THE PACK" 

VISA and MASTERCARD 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

(818) 366-6631

SEND ORDER ANO MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO 

TEX Jf COMP 
TM 

PO 801 3308' - GRANADA HILLS CA 913U 

Texas Instruments 

♦ 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 

TERMS: All prices F O.B. Los Angeles. For fastest service use 
cashiers check or money order Add 3¼ shipping and handling 
($3.00 minimum). East of M1ss1ssipp1 4'1,¾. (Free shipping on all 
software orders over $100.00). Prices and availability subject to 
change without notice We reserve the right to limit quantities 

NOTE: Payment ,n lull must accompany all orders Credit-Card. 

Company Cneclc or Money Order lor ,mmed,ate shipment Personal 

cnec•s require up to 4 wee•s to Clear Cat,lorn,a orders add 6½"" sales 

18' 
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C□mments 

Support needed to put co-processor cards to use 
I have my Foundation Computing Z80A card 

working up to snuff, but am holding off on a review until 
I've received my 80-column card from Foundation. I think a 
lot of its utility will depend on the use of the 80-column 
card. 

Meanwhile, let me say that the card operates flawlessly us
ing Microsoft BASIC and Turbo P�cal. I've even got it 
running a non-TI version of Forth. It is very unusual to be 
running Pascal out of the old PEB. Look Ma, no p-code 
card. 

That's more flippant than I want to be. On the down side, 
I also have run Word Star out of the Z80A and there is no 
hope for it in the 40-column mode. It is a Kaypro version 
and requires about 60 columns to make sense. (I don't like 
Word Star anyway. It is much more difficult to use than a 
word processor ought to be. I'll take TI-Writer and Compa
nion any day.) 

On a related note, companies offering co-processor cards 
and similar devices may do themselves and their buyers a 
favor by providing a reasonable amount of support. A card 
that uses a different operating system and CPU than comes 
with the standard issue TI pla�es the user in the middle of 
nowhere. No longer does he have a Tl. The new processor 
redefines the computer into something else, a Kaypro, an 
Osborne, whatever. Which puts the user at square one when 
it comes to using his new CPU. (Of course, the user has to 
be motivated to learn about a new system or why would he 
spend several hundred dollars for the CPU in the first 
place.) 

I like what Foundation is doing with its Z80A card. Pur
chasers may send three disks to the company with a few 
bucks and Foundation will return the disks loaded with a 
number of CP/M programs. This .at least gets a new user 
started. But down the line, a user will want to purchase 
Microsoft BASIC, for example, and may not be sure of 
what version will be compatible (Kaypro is). Perhaps a 
listing of compatible software with the 'various CPUs would 
be of benefit to purchasers without costing the manufac
turer an arm and a leg. Too, there is the "sticker shock" 
that comes from finding out how much it costs for software 
for other machines. One can get Extended BASIC for the TI 
for less than $80 while he can expect to spe1'd up to $395 for 
Microsoft BASIC, which does not offer as many features as 
XB. The cheapest price I could locate nearby for MS BASIC 
was $100 from a Kaypro dealer who said it was left over in
ventory. He said that Microsoft BASIC normally costs him 
about $200 wholesale. My recommendation is to shop 
around and get in touch with Kaypro dealers and ask about 
their excess inventory. 

WHERE'S THE FREEWARE PAGE? 

Has MICROpendium sold out? That's a speculation be
ing heard on some of the bulletin boards. The reason is that 

we're not running our Freeware page(s) in every issue-only 
in alternate issues. As I noted last month, this is being done 
so that we can make room for more articles. We will con
tinue to support the page and add items to it as we receive 
them. A number of items will be added in September's edi
tion. 

Some believe that MICROpendium is on the verge of 
cancelling the page. Let me assure you that we are not, 
although it is very time-consuming to fill orders for our 
freeware (for which we do not charge even a dime). We have 
consid�red assessing a service charge of a dollar or two to 
compensate us for the time we spend making copies of our 
freeware, but probably won't. 

Even so, there are those who speculate that becaµse I rais
ed the issue of the impact that freeware may have on the 
marketplace that I am taking a position against it. (I wrote 
last month that the creation of freeware clones of software 
that was originally developed by others to be sold at a profit · 
may discourage software authors from creating more pro
grams.) I remain concerned about this because the profit 
motive is the only incentive for many software authors to be 
in the business. 

CONTEST CONTINUES 

There haven't been many entries submitted in our 
graphics contest. Prizes of $50, $25 and $15 will go to the 
top three entrants. Each submission should include a title, 
the name of the program used to create the design, and the 
entrants name and address. Winning entries will be publish
ed in a future edition. Entries must be postmarked no later 
than Sept. 20, 1985. (For more details, refer to July's Com� 
ments column.) Entries should be sent to GRAPHICS, c 
lo MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 
78680. 

THE NEW COMPUTER 

The outlook for a new TI-compatible computer remains 
bright. We have been following one manufacturer for mon
ths, and he is on the verge of announcing the machine. We 
have described most of its features in previous issues and 
won't repeat it ,here. We have also heard of another TI
compatible computer that is supposedly being developed by 
another manufacturer, though we have no confirmation on 
this. All we have been able to ascertain thus far is what a 
potential vendor for the machine has said. Namely, that it is 
not the machine we've been following all along. Who knows 
what will develop? 

There have been rumors lately that the new machine (the 
one we have been following) will be displayed at this year's 
TI Faire in the Chicago area. The rumors are that it will be 
shipped to.vendors in time for the Christmas season. Again, 
don't bet the farm on this information. We're just passing 
along what_ we hear from people who have been pretty 
reliable in the past. 

-JX
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S t • / p • , , , ... On Our Most Popular
ensa IOna flCeS. • • Hardware and Software!! 

ffliCto�l- Extended BASIC 
OPERATES THE SAME AS Tl EXTENDED BASIC 

• Plug-in Cartridge • 240 Page Manual 

Run the hundreds of programs 
that require Extended BASIC. 
Access the 32K memory expan
sion and auto-load disk based 
programs; utilize sprite graph
ics; add speech!!! 

Sug Retail $89.95 
32967 NEW LOW PRICE $69.95!! 

We meet any competitive price on Extended BASIC! 

The BX-130 printer offers sophisticated features 
for a fantastic price' Bidirectional, logic-seeking 
printing at a fast 130 characters per second 
The 9-pin print head produces precise, high 
resolution characters in a variety of modes in
cluding condensed, enlarged, subscript and 
superscript. Friction and tractor feed. 

(Was $259) 
23564 BX-130 Printer ONLY $199.00 

THE99¢ ,. 
DISKETTE! .. 
Are you paying too much for diskettes? Try our first 
quality, prime, 5¼" diskettes (no rejects, no 
seconds) at these fantastic sale prices and save, 
save, SAVE' Disks are packaged in boxes of 50; 
each box contains 5 shrink-wrapped 10-packs that 
include diskettes in sleeves, labels, and write
protect tabs. 

Each diskette is certified to be 100% error free 
and comes with a lifetime warranty (if you have a 
problem, we'll replace the diskette). All diskettes 
include hub reinforcement rings and write-protect 
notch· Box of 50 

32391 SS, DD Diskettes $49.50 
(99¢ each!) 

32403 DS, DD Diskettes $74.50 
($1.49 each!) 

***********1rlc:*** 

FREE! 
"EVERYTHING BOOK" 

For the 
Tl Home Computer 

Order Item #25982 

***1rlc:*********** 

AVAi LAB LE FROM 

YOUR FRIENDS AT 

• Composite PLUS RGB

• Green Switch

You can now buy an RGB and composite monitor for 
a lower price than you would expect to pay for a plain 
composite monitor' Our special purchase of Zenith's 
overstock lets us offer you this truly incredible price on 
this full size, 13" color monitor. Normally selling for $339 
and up, this Zenith quality monitor is backed by a 30 
day manufacturer's warranty. Features include green 
monochrome mode (great for word processing and 
spreadsheet work) and room light sensor This 1s a very 
flexible monitor - use it in composite mode with Tl, 
C-64, or Atari: or in RGB mode with IBM. C-128, and 
many others. 

Hurry! - Supply is limited at this price11 
34840 Zenith 13" Color Monitor $199.00 
21078 Monitor Cable 1 (Tl or C-64) $13.95 

TEAC HALF-HEIGHT 

DISK DRIVE 
This double-sided, double-density half-height 
disk drive provides up to 360K of storage 
when used with CorComp or Myarc disk con
troller cards (operates as single-sided, single
density drive with Tl controller for 180K of 
storage). The drives are shipped "bare" and 
can be installed in Tl Peripheral Expansion 
Box: or may be used externally by installing 
in Box with Power Supply. Hook-up cables 
are required: please contact our Customer 
Service Department to determine correct 
cables for your system. 

31031 Teac Disk Drive 
20164 External Box with 

Power Supply 

$129.95 

$59.95 

BEST-SELLING HARDWARE! 

STAR MICRONICS SG-10 PRINTER 

33251 ........................... $239.00 

Latest model! Draft quality at 120 cps, near letter 
quality at 30 cps. 2K print buffer. 
19179 EPSON LX-80 PRINTER ................. $249.00 

30235 AXIOM PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE .. $ 79.95 

29784 CORCOMP RS-232 INTERFACE .......... $127 .00 

29802 CORCOMP 9900 
MICRO-EXPANSION SYSTEM ............ $329.00 

MYARC or CORCOMP RS-232 CARD ............. $ 79.95 

MYARC or CORCOMP DISK CONTROLLER CARD .. $169.95 

13315 CORCOMP 32K MEMORY CARD ......... $ 99.95 

20164 BOX WITH POWER SUPPLY 
for external disk drive ....... $ 59. 95 

31173 NEW WICO 3-WAY 

GATELOCK JOYSTICK ...... $ 24.95 

10285 WICO Tl ADAPTER ........ $ 8.95 

31007 PROSTICK II. Comes with Tl adapter . ...... $ 24.95 

13329 NAVARONE CARTRIDGE EXPANDER ...... $ 29.95 

We gladly accept 
mail orders! 

SHIPPING CHARGES 
ORDER AMOUNT CHARGE 
less than $20.00 $3.75 

I VISA\ 1■�1 

P. 0. Box 6578
�uth Bend, IN 46660 

TENEX ,_,ter 
,:atfl� 
IIE¥1-1@• Questions? Call

TM '- 219/259• 7051 

$20.00-$39.99 4.75 
$40.00-$74.99 5.75 
$75.00-$149.99 6.75 
$150.00-$299.99 7.75 
$300 & up 8.7_5 

IAdl 
� 

NO EXTRA FEE FOR CHARGES 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

1-800-348-2778
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FeedbacH 

English notes 
On one or two points in the April 

MICROpendium: 
My Mini-Memory has been fitted 

with NiCad batteries. It cost me a 
mere US $10, a lot less than TI are 
charging your readers, AND I need 
never worry about another new bat
tery. This work was carried out for me 
by an English electronics engineer, but 
I am sure that somewhere in the USA 
there is somebody who can do the 
work! The Ni Cads are recharged 
whenever the module is used, but for 
continued operation it is advised that 
the module be left continually inserted 
for 14 hours twice a year. 

To get more than 140 chars on an 
XBASIC line, use SMASH, a pro
gramming utility from Oak Tree 
Systems, sold by Tenex. It is a very 
useful little program which intelligently 
removes REMs (it won't remove a 
REM if there is a line transfer to it, on
ly the text!), shortens variable names 
(cross reference list optional) and in
telligently packs the program together, 
with as many commands on a line as is 
possible and is permitted by syntax and 
line transfers. 

Try this one: enter NEW then 1 
REM then a space, then hold down 
CTRL and U until the cursor reaches 
the end of the fourth line and produces 
a beep. OK? It looks like three lines of 
nothing, eh? Press ENTER. Now, lets 
take that REM out of there. Enter 1 
then FCTN X to bring the line back to 
the screen. Use FCTN 1 to delete the 
letters REM and press enter. Now try 
to edit the line by again entering 1 and 
FCTN X. 

One of Jim Peterson's Nuts and 
Bolts programs uses the retained 
graphics codes to store and return 
numbers in the graphics definitions, 
for transferring values between pro
grams. I also have a games program 
which uses RUN "CSl" to permit a 
longer program than usual on tape by 
first defining the graphics and then 
loading the game with RUN "CSI ". It 
works! 

One of the later amendments to TI 
Forth was to the sprite routines. Take 
a look at the heading on Screen 59. If 
the date is 12JUL82, you have a bug in 
the definition of SPRITE. Ask around 
your friends-somebody should have 
the last issue, which contains the date 
20OCT83 at the head of the screen. 
The previous screen is also flawed and 
was similarly corrected, with the same 
dates. 

Stephen Shaw 

Stockport, England 

Upgrading to disk 
Although our numbers are no doubt 

declining, there must be a FEW 
dedicated owners like me who, for one 
dumb reason or another, never did 
upgrade to disk. Instead, we avoided 
the PEB and added to our systems by 
dasy chain add-ons like Ultracomp's 
32K memory expansion and the 
ParallAxTI printer interface. 

At this late date I see the error of my 
ways. I'd like to explore TI-Writer, 
Tl-Forth, Editor-Assembler, but _I 
need advice on how to add disk 
capability without having to toss out 
my existing add-oi:i memory expansion 
and printer interface. 

James B. Johnson 

San Antonio, Texas 

We encourage readers to provide ad

ditional advice on this, but you may 

consider obtaining one of Tl's stand

alone disk controllers, which were pro

duced before the advent of the PEB. 

Check the Specialist In ad in last 

month's MICROpendium-Ed. 

A correction 
Re: Recharge, Feedback June 1985. 
Roland Chapman of Marina, 

California wrote: "Correct me if I am 
wrong, but it seems to me that simply 
recharging the battery would suffice'' 
(this was in response to a question 
regarding the replacement of the 
lithium battery of the Mini-Memory 
cartridge). 

Well, here is a correction for him: 

Lithium batteries are relatively new to 
the market. While their potential was 
known for some time, development 
was slow because it was frequently ac
companied by explosions resulting in 
injuries to the people who were testing 
them. At this time they probably ex
ceed anything else on the market when 
it comes to storing a large amount of 
energy in a small package. 

However, while the small. ''button'' 
types are designed for providing a low 
output over a long period of time, 
unless they are specifically identified as 
rechargeable, this procedure is not 
recommended. Most likely they will 
begin to leak, but the danger of explo
sion is very real! 

Simply connecting a 3V charger is 
not the answer. For any bat
tery-lithium or not-the charging 
CURRENT is as important as the 
charging voltage. 

Lutz Winkler 

San Diego, California 

GRAPHX response 
Thank you for reviewing our pro

duct GRAPHX in your June issue. It 
is very encouraging to receive such 
recognition. 

We would like, however to correct 
three minor inaccuracies which ap
peared in the review: 

The user is not ·required to make his 
own function key overlay strip. A 
ready-made plasticised strip is supplied 
with each copy. 

The "bug" referred to is in fact a 
feature of the program. Point (iv) on 
page 13 of the GRAPHX manual ex
plains that in ZOOM mode the top left
hand and right-hand corners of the 
screen are used to display the current 
foreground and background colors. 
This enables the user to quickly check 
which colors are in use. 

The remaining point we would like 
to clarify is that ORAPHX will operate 
with Editor/ Assembler, Extended 
BASIC or Mini-Memory modules but a 
separate version exists for each. In 
order of preference they are as follows: 

(Please turn to Page 12) 
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SST Expanded Basic Compiler System 
"The most powerful high level language available for the T.l.l4A" 

NOW ONLY $49.00 
The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER contains all of the features of the SST BASIC COMPILER, plus most of the features of 
EXTENDED BASIC. It also includes many commands that are not available in Tl BASIC or Tl EXTENDED BASIC. A major feature 
of the SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER is the ability to add your own commands. If you have need of a command not 
commonly found in Basic, you can easily add it to our compiler (Editor/Assembler module only). 

The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER package translates a Basic program into TMS9900 machine language, resulting in a 
great gain in program execution speed. The compiled commands are up to 160 times faster than the corresponding commands 
in Tl BASIC or EXTENDED BASIC. For a comparison we used our Compiler to run the benchmark program for making change in 
the April 1984 MICROpendium. This program takes over 30 minutes in Tl BASIC. When the program was compiled using the SST

EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER, the program ran in 37 seconds. In fact, you can compile the program, save it on a disk, recall it, 
run it and still be considerably faster than Tl BASIC. 

A second benchmark program appeared in the November 1984 issue of the MICROpendium (page 22). This program took: 

209.4 seconds in Tl BASIC 7.2 seconds in Tl FORTH 
219.6 seconds in Tl EXTENDED BASIC 4.9 seconds in WYCOVE FORTH 

2.5 1econd1 In SST BASIC or EXPANDED BASIC 

The SST EXPANDED COMPILER is also many times faster than Tl PASCAL. 

The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER contains most of the standard features of EXTENDED BASIC and is especially useful for 
number crunching, text manipulation and for producing arcade type games. However, some translation of a Basic program may 

be required. 

SST Software has invested about two and one half man-years in the development of this package. With the requirements of 
Memory Expansion, Disk Drive and either Editor/ Assembler or Mini- Memory the SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER gives you 
the following features: 

• The ability to use sprites, sound, joyst, graphics,
and string functions.

• The ability to write and compile up to 470 lines
of Basic code. 

• The ability to link compiled programs together
as one large system.

• The ability to call up to seven compiled programs
from a Tl Basic- program.

• The ability to dimension up to 1800 element
floating point arrays. 

• The use of many of the floating point function
statements available in Tl Basic.

• The ability to do integer arithmetic for extremely
fast execution speed.

• The ability to dimension up to a 12000 element
integer array using Memory Expansion.

• The use of strings for input, output, character
definition and text manipulation.

• The ability to write and debug a Basic program
using the Tl console and interpreter, and then
compile it without the need for retyping.

• The ability to use Bit Map mode for high
resolution graphics.

• The ability to add up to five of your own commands.

• The ability to access a disk drive and the
RS232 interface.

• The ability to store the compiled program
permanently on disk so that it never needs to be
compiled again.

• The ability to use the Tl Loader for faster
loading speeds of compiled programs.

• A manual of more than 60 pages.

SST Expanded Basic Compiler System with a High 
Resolution Graphics Package and Text Mode 

NOW ONLY $59.00 
This version gives you all the features of the EXPANDED COMPILER plus 40 column mode and 12 new commands for high 
resolution graphics. 

NEW!! PRE/SST Program $30.00 
A program translator aid which facilitates preparing existing Basic and Extended Basic Programs for processing by the SST

EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER SYSTEM. Makes developing new programs easier. It converts multiple line statements to single 
lines. It allows you to convert floating point variables to integer variables for increased speed. It also allows you to use such 
things as numeric constants and takes care of defining variables and constants. The PRE/SST PROGRAM helps you tap the full 
power of the SST COMPILER SYSTEM. (Requires Extended Basic) 

SST SOFTWARE, INC. 
BOX 26 • CEDARBURG, WI 53012 • (414) 771-8415 
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FeedbacH 

(Continued from Page 10) 

1. Mini-Memory-6K clipboard,
load time 63 seconds. 

2. Editor/ Assembler-4K clip-
board, load time 65 seconds. 

3. Extended BASIC-4K clipboard,
load time 251 seconds. 

Ron Davis 

GRAPHX 
Sydney, Australia 

On SUPER CARTridge 
I was very happy to see the construc

tion article about a homebrew module 
in the June issue. The only thing miss

ing is the value of C2. 
I'd also like to add the following: 

The game modules that can be used 
must have contacts on both sides. 

Some are Tombstone City (you already 
have it on disk if you have the 

Editor/ Assembler), Invaders, Mun
chman, Chess and TE-II. I suggest the 
first three. These cartridges use circuit 

board No. 1015921. 

I was very reluctant to do this pro
ject for fear of damaging my 
Editor/ Assembler cartridge, so I called 
the TI Parts Department at (806) 

741-3064 and ordered a spare GROM
chip No. CD 2204, TI No.
1015960-1204 for $3.60 rather than risk
any damage. Also, to minimize

chances of harming the RAM chip I
tried to use a low profile socket but the
case will not close.

I am working on using the Chisholm 
Trail or Parsec cartridge which will 

allow the use of sockets. 
I hope these suggestions encourage 

more readers to try this project. 

Ken Gladyszewski 
President, Northcoast 99ers 

Euclid, Ohio 

Tripping out 
I don't know if somebody has come 

across this yet or not but I accidently 
came across it while I was piddling. 

The question is: What is. it? Why is it? 

or will it tear up my machine when you 
do the following routine and my good 

old TI trips out? 

ROUTINE: 
10 REM (in this space you depress the 
CONTROL key and the T key until the 
line is full to capacity) 
20 GOSUB 10 

Now run this until it prints memory 
full. Now EDIT line 10 and it will start 
printing a certain word for a while. Let 
this continue 'til it stops and then 
depress the SP ACE bar or really any 
key and just continue doing this and sit 
back and watch the scenery (I hope it's 

not hurting the computer). Also I 

recommended using the T key but each 
key stands for a different word when 

you EDIT it. I've asked TI about it 

and when I do they say, "Hold on, let 
me get somebody that knows 

something about this," and then they 
never get anybody so I'm back where I 

started. 

Jimmy Creel 
Mosspoint, Mississippi 

Sorry, but all we can say is 'hold on.' 
Readers are welcome to offer explana
tions for this, although we suspect it is 
just one of those things that happens 
when you fool around with a com
puter. Ed. 

Joystick tester 
Reference the joystick tester pro

gram by Carlo Angelico (June 1985). 

For the program to run and operate 
as intended, the following changes 
must be made: 
Line 150=CALL KEY(l,K,S) must be 
changed to = CALL KEY (NO,K,S) 

Line  460  DOS-:AU AT 
(88,3): "JOYSTICK TESTER ... " must 

be changed-there is no row 88. I used 
(8,3) and it looks OK. 

In all other respects it is a neat pro
gram. 

Thomas Washam 
Lisbon, Ohio 

Cool the gizmo 
In answer to Stanley Page's TI

Writer problem, I had the same trou
ble. The problem was in the electronic 

gizmo at the end of the cable that con-

nects the expansion box to the com
puter. 

I traded TI for a new one but figured 
the problem came about from 

overheating due to long hours of con

tinuous use. To avoid this I placed a 
small blower' behind that end of the 
computer. Now the gizmo and the en
tire cartridge area stays cool even after 
many hours of continuous use. 

R. Rappe
Marion, Ohio 

Prowriter graphics 
My question is not about the 99/4A 

itself but rather my Pro writer 8510 that 
I am using with it. Why is it that no 

software is available to drive this par
ticular printer? To date I have yet to 
see a program on the market that will 

take advantage of the printer's 
graphics capabilities and other special 
functions. 

Even though I feel that the 8510 is a 
better quality printer than some of the 

others which are-marketed for the TI, I 
am very limited in what I can do with it 
because of the software incom
patabilities. 

Does anyone know of a good screen 
dump program for the 8510? Also, I 
would really like to be able to dump 
drawings on such programs as "TI
Artist" and "Draw-A-Bit," which is 
impossible using the dumps provided 
with the programs. 

Brad Harris 
Louisville, Kentucky 

DFX-PRINT by Data Flex Software 
($26.95, 4420E 100N, Marion, IN 
46952)dumps screens using a Prowriter 
8510, as well as Epson, Gemini, 
Okidata and a number of other 
printers. There are probably other pro
grams that will work, too. As for dum
ping graphics from the programs you 
mention, the best bet is to contact the 
manufacturer and ask if he has any ad
vice. Advice from readers is always 
welcome. 

The Feedback column is for readers. It is 

a forum to communicate with other read

ers. 
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Jis TEX-COMP PROUDLY PRESENTS 
'"V The Second Generation Version of TI-WRITER:
..__,�,10 OIM.t• 

99-WRITER II $199s

Tex-Comp now offers a totally new version of Tl-Writer with all the features of the original 
Tl-Writer plus the Tl upgrades and a new improved character set and a whole new easy to 
follow manual. Extended Basic. Editor/ Assembler or Mini-Memorv loadina. and both series 
and parallel support. Available only from Tex-Comp at $19.95 + S&H
SPECIAL: With order for 99-Writer II. you can purchase Auto Spell (new version 1.1) for 

only $24.95 (Reg. $34 95) 

SPECIAL OFFER-Free Widget with Editor/ Assembler
Buy a genuine Tl Editor/ Assembler at the regular price of $38. 95. and we will include the 
Navarone "Widget" cartridge Expander (a $29. 95 value) FREE.

NIU\RONE WINIT a;..;: $38.95 + S&H

-�

Editor/ Assembler Alone $ l 9. 
95

SPECIAL OFFER-FREE MINI-WRITER I 
When you buy a TI Mini-Memory at the new low price of $38. 951

MINI-WRITER I MINI MEMORY 

A "mini" word processing program. Requires cassette 
recorder and Tl Mini-Memory Module. Full screen text 
editing 24 x 40 character "window .

.. 
9500 characters per 

file. moveable copy. save on cassete or disk. fully compati
ble with all direct connect printers such as Axiom. A low 
cost word processing system with professional features 1 

This software cartridge adds memory to your system Totals 
14K of memory (6K of GROM. 4K of ROM. 4K of RAM) 
Mini Memory includes a built-in battery. permitting pro
grams and data stored in RAM to be retained even if 
module is removed from console 

MJN.o'WntarWOIID...OC...,.. 

Notice: Mini Writer upgrade. 

The new Mini Writer Version I 

is ·available to original pur

chasers for 9.95 with return 

of original documentation. 

·==---7..:-:..c.-� 
- ---- ··----

C\�� . TWO FREE Emulator programs with your Modem Purchase!
5\'€ �� Buy the MARK III Modem at $94.95 pp

off 300 Baud Optional power supply $10.95 pp 
OR the VOLKSMODEM XII with 99/4A Cable at $229.95 pp

0e, 300-1200 Baud Modem complete with cable 
-o0� ,0°v:

both the TE-I! module AND the new TE-IV+ (a $30 value) at NO EXTRA COST!

e, .::;.� TE-IV+ is the all new super terminal emulator program from TEX-COMP. Supports all 
.;:;. Baud Rates and can dump to printer or computer. Built-in Buffer. Super fast and easy to 

use-from STAR SOFT, the creator of the Nibbler. The best 300/ 1200 Baud emulator pro
gram available. 

TEIV + Available separately at $1995

SPECIAL: Compuserve starter kit & 5 Free Hours $1995 pp
SPECIAL- Source and TEXNET Subscription ONLY $2995 with any modem 

(savings coupon included with modem.) 

VISA and MASTERCARD 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

SEND ORDER ANO MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO 
Texas Instruments 

(818) 366-6631 

TERMS: All prices F 0.8. Los Angeles. For fastest service use 
cashiers check or money order. Aeld 3¾ shipping and handling 
($3.00 minimum). East ol M1ss1ss1pp1 4 'I,¾. (Free shipping on all 
software orders over $100.00). Prices and ava1labillty subject to 
change without notice We reserve the right to limit quantities 

TEX .JfCOMP 
TM 

PO eo• JJ084 - GR.NADA HILLS CA 91)'4 • 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 

NOTE. Payment ,n lull must accompany all orders Credit-Card, 

Company Cnec/11: or Money Order tor ,mmed,ate shipment Person•I 

cnacks requ,ra up to 4 wee.lis to clear Catdorn,a orders add 6½' sates 

, .. 
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GTE offers new service to users Articles sought : 
' ' Your computer may be able to save 

money on some of its long-distance 

calls to bulletin boards with a new 

communications service announced by 

GTE Telenet Communications Corp. 

PC PURSUIT, the new service, lets 

home computer users pay $25 p�r 

month for any number of calls to 

databases and electronic bulletin 

boards in 12 major metropolitan areas. 

There is a one-time $25 registration 

fee. 

Anyone in the local calling range of 

the 12 cities can call a board in the local 

calling range of any of those same 

cities, Claudia Houston, manager of 

public affairs of GTE Telenet Com

munications Corp., explained. GTE 

Telenet Communications Corp. is the 

data communications subsidiary of 

GTE. 

PC PURSUIT communications are 

available for Atlanta, Boston, 

Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, 

Houston, Los Angeles, New York Ci-

ty, Philadelphia, San Francisco and 

Washington, D.C. 

The service is available from 6 p.m. 

through 7 a.m. Monday through Fri

day and from 6 p.m. Friday until 7 

a.m. Monday, she said.

She said the service is available for

300 and 1200 baud and is adaptive to 

any commonly used personal computer 

and modem, including the TI99/4A. It 

is XMODEM-compat ib le  for  

downloading, Houston said. 

The service makes use of the excess 

capacity of GTE Telenet's data net

work which provides daytime commer

cial database access for business. 

Houston says that anyone who 

wants more information "and wants to 

ta lk  to a person
, ,  

can cal l  

1-800-368-4215 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Eastern Standard Time Monday

through Friday. Also, she said, an on

line registration service, "In Pursuit

of...
,, 

is available 24 hours a day at

1-800-835-3001.

C#TL 1-9 

MICROpendium welcomes and en- , 
courages submissions from freelance • 
writers. We cannot take responsibility for : 
returning unused manuscripts nor can we -
respond. Always keep the originals of 
anything submitted to us, providing us 
with copies only. 

We encourage writers to submit articles 
on disk. We prefer Dis/Var 80 files, such 
as those created by TI-Writer, but can 
convert other file types if need be. Hard
copy submissions should be double-space, 
using a 60-character line. 

A void overly technical articles that use 
jargon. Articles should be written in a 
straightforward style, using plain English, 
and geared toward serious users of the 
TI99/4A. 

We encourage writers to submit il
lustrations with their stories, particularly 
with reviews. These may be good 
photocopies, if photographs or other art
work is not available. 

When submitting an article, include 
Your name address and telephone I ' 

I number in a cover letter. We encourage ,queries before submitting reviews or 
stories. 

FOR 
Tl-99/4A 

. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . -. .  , . . . . . . _ 
. -

User re definable-For 
commands such as Run, List 
etc. Up to 140 characters 
long per key command. 
Available in command mode. 
C#TLO 

.ME X -BASIC 

t .... •··· NFORMATION

PCKEYS Gives You 12 
Commands, Each Available With 1 

Key Press . . .  In Extended Basic 
Run or Immediate Mode 

Techni-Graphics 

443 Perrie Dr. #302 
Elk Grove Vil., ll 60007 

A graphics screen dump any 
time you want it, whether a 
program is running or not! 
C#TL= 

Catalog disk-Available 
Anytime-Prints to screen 
and to printer if specified. 
PCKEYS also allows you to 
change the screen and text 
colors with one command
In immediate or run 
modes-great for use with 
monochrome monitors! 

$22.50 
Illinois residents add 7% sales tax 

For Tl 99I4A only, req. 
Extended Basic, 32K disk 
drive and 8 dot addressable, 
8 bit printer for screen dump. 
100% machine language
Uses no Extended Basic 
program space. 

-:-: ANAGEMENT

YSTEM 

INTEGRATED HOME DATA MANAGER with WINDOWS, 

ON SCREEN CALCULATOR, and CALENDAR-

HOME CHECKBOOK maintains multiple accounts 

for quick and easy analysis. 

HOME ADDRESSBOOK up to 200 records of 

mailing data with search and label options. 

HOME INVENTORY provides valuable property 

information recall and analysis. 

AVAILABLE ON DISK ONLY .. • $29-95 

CHECK/MONEY ORDER + $2.00 SHIPPING. 

NEW YORK RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX. 

rA�t,soFlWARE 
P.O. BOX 326 

CAMBRIA HTS.N.Y.11411 
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9900 + FOR THE Tl99/4A 
THE ULTIMATE 

99/4A EXPANSION SYSTEM 
· AT A SPECIAL

INTRODUCTORY PRICE 

FROM TEX.JfCOMP'• [l(ij Cor[omp) 

TEX-COMP, the undisputed leader in supply- COMPLETE 
ing the 99/4A User, has now put together the EXPANSION SYSTEM finest and most complete expansion system 
ever offered for the Tl99/4A. NOTHING ELSE TO BUY! 
• 9900 Expansion Box & Regulated Power Supply (UL Approved)
• 32K Memory Upgrade Adds 32K bytes of Random Access Memory to your

system.
• Double Sided/Double Density Disk Controller (operates up to 4 drives)
• RS232 Interface Lets you add a wide range of other accessories, such as 

printers or telephone modems, one parallel and 2 serial outputs.
• 1 SS/SD Disk Drive Allows you to store and retrieve data on 5 ¼-inch single-or

doubled-sided flippy diskettes. 
ALL FOR • 1 Disk Drive Case & Regulated Power Supply

Handles two ½-height drives easily (UL or LAC Approved) $449 9 5 
• New Disk Manager with Improved Disk Utilities • 

• All Cables & Instructions Including a free Tl RS232 Y-Cable. Plus S&H 
For above system with upgrade to 1 OS/DD ½-height TEAC 55B Drive, ADD $24.95 
For above system with upgrade to 2 OS/DD ½-height TEAC 55B Drives, ADD $154.95 

Other Leading TEX-COMP Hardware Values: 
Tl-99/4A Console w/1 year warranty (add $20 for Black & Silver Model) 
New Star SG-10 Printer w/TI Instructions (replaces Gemini 10X 

same specs but improved letter quality) 
Axiom ParallAx Tl Interface (Directly connects any parallel printer to 99/4A 
Parallel Printer Cable (Heavy duty, Tl approved) 
Cor-Comp RS232 Card (for Tl P-Box) 
Cor-Comp 32K Card (for Tl P-Box) 
Cor-Comp OS/DD Controller (for Tl P-Box) 
Cor-Como 9900 System with Free RS232-Y Cable 
Cor-Comp Stand Alone RS232 Y-Cable 
NEW Cor-Comp Stand Alone 32k 
NEW Triple Tech P-Box Card (Clock/Buffer) 
NEW 9900 Clock Stand Alone 
TEAC ½-Height OS/DD Drive NEW LOW PRICE 
Cable & Hardware Kit for up to 2 ½-height Drives (specify P-Box or stand alone) 
TEX-COMP Disk Drive Case & Regulated Power Supply (Heavy duty, fused & 

switched, UL or LAC approved with cable for one drive included) 
Tl Extended Basic with Tl Warranty "The Real Thing" NEW LOW PRICE 

All New Sanyo 13" Color Monitor includes Free Cable (Reg. $14.95) 
Port Expander (Widget by Navarone) NEW LOW PRICE 

Tl Editor/Assembler NEW REDUCED PRICE (Free Widget included 38.95) 
Tl Mini Memory NEW REDUCED PRICE (w/Free Mini Writer I) 
NEW MicroStuffer 64K Printer Buffer works with all Parallel Printers 

Includes extra cable 

79.95 

249.95 
79.95 
24.95 
79.95 
99.95 

159.95 
324.95 
129.95 

99.95 
109.95 

69.95 
129.95 
29.95 

99.95 
49.95 

239.95 
24.95 
19.95 
38.95 

104.95 

� I• II •I 
VISA and MASTERCARD SEND ORDER AND MAKE CHECKS PAUBLE TO 

illiiiillJ 
. . . HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

TEX .... COMP , .
TCJtaS Instruments 

(818) 366-6631 ....,. 
•JJ 1•, 1,11 d('Jit ,,HJ ,>rJ('r, PO BOX 33014 - GRANADA HILLS CA 91]44 • 

AUTHORIZED ()€ALER 

TERMS: All prices F.0.8. Los Angeles. For fastesl service use 
cashiers check or money order. Add 3¼ shipping and handlrng 
($3.00 minimum). East of Miss1ssipp1 41/,¼. (Free shipping on all 
software orders over $100.00). Prices and availabillly subject to 
change without notice We reserve the right to limit quantities. 

NOTE: Psymenr ,n full musr sccomoany all orders Cred1t•Card 
Company Cnecl( or Money Order for ,mmed,ate shipment Personal 
ctteCltcs requ,re up to◄ wee.l!:s to clear CaJdorn,a orders add 6"7llill. s•J•s 
rs, 
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Al I work and no play makes 
Tl99/4A a dull machine lately? 

By LAURA BURNS 

Users of the TI99/ 4A may well be dazzled at the plethora 
of excellent graphics programs, data bases, terminal 
emulators-name the program and it seems like a new, im
proved one is being announced every day. 

Yet few game programs are being announced for the TI. 
Tenex's summer 1985 Everything Book for the Tl Home

Computer does not list any new games. 
The summer Everything Book is "a special issue" accor

ding to Roger Dooley of Tenex. However, he agrees, "I 
think the game market is currently quite depressed." 

He says that "the video game fad has passed," but notes 
that another factor is low-priced TI cartridge games which 
are still on the market. 

"It's difficult for a company wanting to sell a game to 
compete with that pricing," he notes. A cassette cannot be 
produced in the $5 range at which some TI cartridges are 
available and some users find disk or cassette games in
convenient, he says. 

New games are on the horizon for Tenex, however, 
Dooley says. 

"We're reviewing several for inclusion at a later date," he 
says. "The major area we see in which some development 
could be done is with disk-based assembly language games. 
There's not much use for games in BASIC and Extended 
BASIC." 

Dooley says that Tenex is "certainly still interest in high
quality entertainment software. The vast majority of pro
ducts we review don't meet our rather stringent standards. 
We are looking for exciting new products that offer the con
sumer entertainment value." 

Such products would include adventure games, "high 
quality" arcade games and "a well done flight simulator." 

Bryan O'Neal, marketing manager for Unisource, notes 
that the "softness" of the game market is true not only for 
the TI but for the entire market. 

"We see a resurgence in serious applications, for the small 
business owner, or the person interested in his computer,'' 
he says . 

. Unisource is concentrating on business, professional and 
utility applications, he says. 

"While we are not abandoning the entertainment market, 
we are not relying on it to be our mainstay," he notes. 

O'Neal calls the TI an "engineer-based computer. It will 
perform mathematical computations which are outstanding 
even by today's standards." 

Persons still using the computer are interested in business 
and personal development applications, he says. 

"It is a serious computer that was designed to do serious 
things," he says. 

"If there is a game market it is in the quality end and not 
in the bang-bang, shoot-'em-up type arcade programs," he 
says, citing assembly language games which allow for better 
movement and graphics and lnfocom's interactive fiction 
games. 

Jerry Price of Tex-Comp agrees that the arcade-type 
games have declined in popularity, not only for the TI but 
for other computers. 

"How many different versions of Pac-Man do you 
want?" he says. 

He also says that ''the really creative people'' who are 
writing for the Tl, such as Craig Miller of Miller's Graphics, 
usually seem less interested in games than in other types of 
programs. 

Games TI developed, such as Star Trek and 
Microsurgeon, show the possibilities of the machine, he 
notes, and says that there would be a market for a flight 
simulator game for TI "comparable to that available for 
other machines.'' 

Price sees a continuing market for adventure games and 
(Please turn to Page 18) 
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TO ORDER: MASTER 1 VISA CARDS Welcome. Send Cashiers Check or M.O. or 

personal check (allow 10 days to clear), to Navarone Industries, Inc. 19968 El Ray 

Lane, Sonora, CA 95370, or call (209) 533-8349. CA Residents please add 6 % Sales tax. 

Ouhide US add $5.00 for Shipping. 
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NEW ADVENTURE GAMES-

<Continued from Page 16) 
for more sophisticated action games, such as Love Tennis. 

He notes that Tex-Comp is marketing four new games for 
the TI. 

Price said that Tex-Comp has contracted with Scott 
Adams, creator of the TI Adventure Series, for four new 
adventure game titles. 

They are the Incredible Hulk, Spiderman, the Adventures 
of Buckaroo Banzai (based on the recent film) and the 
Sorcerer of Claymorgue Castle. 

The games sell for $19.95 each, he said and require the 
Adventure Module and cassette recorder or disk. Price said 
that Tex-Comp has negotiated with TI to buy ''large 
amounts" of the Adventure Module, and that these are 
available for $6.95. 

Gene Harter, general partner of Not-Polyoptics, a com
pany which produces games, agrees that games have become 
less popular applications. 

People don't buy computers ''on the spur of the moment 
like they used to," he says. "It's a more serious purchase 
and they tend to want more serious applications." 

As a result, he says, Not-Polyoptics is "looking at other 
applications. We have an application for the home we think 
is pretty nifty.'' 

CorComp ships CIC

This application will keep a directory of up to 48 persons. 
The computer will dial the phone and keep a record of the 
time of the call. 

"Another key saves the time in a format that's like a 
telephone bill," Harter says

! 

The company's military tower program, NORAD, has 
recent�y been released, he notes. 

"We're not aimed at games as much any more, but 
anything that looks good, we'll publish it,'' he says. 

Jill Romano of Symbiotech, a company which publishes 
adventure games for the Tl, notes that TI leaving the market 
affected game sales and that ''pirating is quite fluent. It 
makes developers question whether they are going to spend 
the time creating more games.'' 

Symbiotech continues, she says, because "we have good 
games and we want to develop new games for the TI 
market.'' 

Game development is an· investment of time, effort and 
money, she says. Citing a letter to MICROpendium, "that 
said pirating is OK,'' she notes that the writer ''obviously 
has not put in that kind of effort." 

CorComp began shipping its new stand-alone clock/calendar 
units the week of Aug. 6, with shipments of its Triple Tech card 
scheduled for the following week, according to Jackirae Sagouspe, 
CorComp president. 

The Triple Tech card for the Peripheral Expansion Box provides 
a clock/calendar, 64-kilobyte printer buffer and a location on 
which to attach a TI Speech Synthesizer board, eliminating the 
need to connect the speech synthesizer box directly to the console. 
The user removes the board from the synthesizer, plugs it into Tri
ple Tech and plugs the card into the PEB. Triple Tech has a sug
gested retail price of $130. 

The stand-alone 9900 Clock/Calendar plugs into the side of the 
99/4A console and includes a load interrupt switch that can be used 
with some third-party screen dump programs. Suggested retail 
price is $81. 

The clock/calendar displays year, month, date, day of the week, 
hours, minutes and seconds. It features a crystal controlled 
oscillator that is accurate to .002 percent, according to the com
pany. It is battery-backed and will operate for more than six mon
ths with power turned off. It is accessed through BASIC or Ex
tended BASIC. 

CorComp says the 64K printer buff er is ''virtually compatible 
with any printer.'' It includes 64K of memory, a copy function for 
immediate duplication of printouts and a clear functi.on to empty 
the buffer. 
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RSCARD 

SOFTUIRRE 

Manager 
Tl BASIC subset of the program featured on cover of HCM. 

Software that truly meets the r,ieeds of a productive worker (businessperson, office 
employee, homemaker, student, etc.) is as scarce as proverbial hen's teeth for the Tl-
99/4A user. The category of software that lets the user perform a task on a computer 
easier than by hand is almost nonexistent, with the exception of a few word-processors, 
spreadsheets, data-base programs, and utilities. That's why we at Asgard Software are 
particularly proud to introduce to you the newest addition to this very short list, 
SCHEDULE MANAGER. SCHEDULE MANAGER'S capabilities are impressive. It sports 
three major functions, that of a large appointment book, a useful calendar, and a 
handy notebook. All are integrated to a degree never before seen in Tl-99/4A programs. 

For example, data from one function can be passed to the others with a single 
command. Such power is not otherwise available on programs costing less than $250. 
Power isn't everything ... lf a program is too difficult to use, it doesn't matter how 

powerful it is. That's why we made SCHEDULE MANAGER about the easiest to use Tl-
99/4A program in existence. It features complete pull-down menus and interactive 
windows straight from a certain well-known Apple computer, a powerful and extensive 
"HELP" utility for whenever you need help with any of the terms used in the program, 
numerous prompts presented in ENGLISH which mean what they say, and of course, 
much, much more. Asgard Software didn't leave out usefulness either. The program has 
over 16 different menu options for easily using and maintaining your information, 
ample storage space for most needs, a full-screen editor for entering data quickly and 
easily, multiple appointment book capability, complete print options, and assembly 
language speed. Overall, SCHEDULE MANAGER is excellent for keeping a weekly, 

monthly or quarterly schedule, keeping lists of names and phone numbers (among 
other things), and even maintaining a log of expenses. It's a worthwhile and affordable 
investment for any user. It requires Extended BASIC, a 32K memory expansion unit, and 
a single disk drive. A printer is purely optional. SCHEDULE MANAGER can be obtained 
directly from us, or from your local Asgard Software dealer. Oh yes, it's unprotected 
too ... 

$19.95 

Asgard Software 
POB 10306, Rockville MD 20850 

Send for a free catalog of our other fine products 
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The following pages may be of interest to Forth and assembly language users. 

The information was complied by Tom Freeman and may be reproduced 

anywhere as long as he is credited as the author. Ed. 

By TOM FREEMAN 

CORRECTIONS TO THE FORTH SYSTEM DISK 

I have found the following errors in the system disk as I received it (even the 
version with screens 58-59 dated OCT83). 

The first is simple. Line 1 in screens 53, 54, and 55 contains the word 
VDPSET2. This should be SETVDP2. 

Second, lines 9 and 10 in screen 58 should be switched, and the new line 9 
should read: 
VDPMDE @ 4 < IF SMTN 80 0 VFILL 300 ' SATR ! ENDIF 

If ( INIT ALL SPRITES ) is on this line, it may be deleted as it is not compiled 
anyway. Note the ' before SA TR not ! , which was in the ''corrected'' version 
labelled 20OCT83 LAO on line 0. You may add 1NOV84 TSP to this if you wish. 

Third, in line 9, screen 59, between >R and SP@ should read: 
8 SLA SWAP OOFE AND OR 

Line 0 on this screen should read 200OCT83 LCT). 

CORRECTIONS TO DOUBLE FORTH 
Thanks to Jim Vincent for publishing the Double-Sided Forth information,

and to others for reprinting it. 
Unfortunately the disk with screens only on it does not in fact copy with the TI

Disk Manager. The problem is in bytes 15-17 (the sector access chain) and
possibly in byte 10, which contains the total number of records, in this case twice
the number of sectors. 

Thus in screen 40 make the following changes/additions to Jim's note: 
line 11 change CA02 to 9A05 for 180 SCR, 3A0B for 360 SCR 
line 12 change 2250 to 22D0 for 180 SCR and 360 SCR 
line 13 change 1403 to 2A03 for 180 SCR, 5703 for 360 SCR (retain previous 
change) 

For DD-Forth make the following addition between DUP E etc. and DUP IC 
etc: 
DUP 12 + j SWAP ! ( j =4005 for 180 SCR, EOOA for 360 SCR) 

And the following changes: 
DUP IE etc. ( h = 5505 for 360 SCR) 
20 + etc. ( i = F056 for 360 SCR) 

I do not own a double-density card, so I could not test these changes, but I am 
reasonably sure they work. I also decided to retain the original word DISK
HEAD and made a new one as follows: 
: 2DISK-HEAD DISK-HEAD O BLOCK DUP A + 2DO SW AP ! DUP 10 + 2028 

SWAP ! DUP 12 + 201 SWAP ! 200 + DUPE + 2CD SWAP! DUP 12 + 

9A05 SWAP! DUP l C  + 22DO SWAP! DUP lE + 2A03 SWAP! 20 + C02C 

SW AP I UPDATE FLUSH ; 

These values are for DSSD drives. You can substitute the appropriate values 
for SDDD or DSDD. 

For what it's worth, NONE of these is really necessary if you use Forth itself to 
copy the disks (or any mass copier) since it doesn't make use of the disk map. But 
it's nice to be complete! And you might give a disk to a friend who doesn't have 
Forth set up yet. 

ADDITIONS AND MODIFICATIONS TO FORTH SYSTEM DISK 

I have found these useful on my system disk, in addition to those such as 
PAGE or SIZE which have b�en published elsewhere. For instance, how do you 
tell which base you are in? BASE @ . will always give you 10 since that is the 
value in the current base! The following will give the answer in decimal without 
changing the base: 
: BASEINDEC BASE @ BASE->R DECIMAL . R->BASE; 

Those of you dumping information to a printer frequently may find typing 

(Please tum to Page 22) 
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TEX ♦COMP�roud/y Introduces

America'• Number One Tl computer retailer 
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LU.U.• 

A NEW AND EXCITING SOFTWARE PACKAGE 

FOR THE Tl-99/4A* 

Banner-99 , an all new software package that lets you create your own banners, signs and
bumper stickers with any Tl compatible printer-dot matrix or daisy wheel. 

Now for the Tl-99/4A, a banner program that produces professional results. Use this ex
citing all new program at home, club, business and religious or fraternal organizations to 
create new excitement. 

Use it to welcome or bid farewell, to recognize birthdays, anniversaries and special occa
sions, to announce picnics, meetings and parties. 

In addition to a standard large smooth bold alphabet and number set, Banner-99 also in
cludes a set of custom characters to add additional interest and excitement to your ban
ners, signs and bumper stickers. For example, a heart is included to make the famous "I • 
my __ " signs, a Cross and a Star of David are included for religious holidays and 
special observances. Use this software to start your own business making banners. 

Easy-to-follow instructions are included so you can immediately start turning out beautiful 
banners, signs and bumper stickers. Just put in the disk and type your message using any 
symbols on your keyboard, and a special custom graphics. Presto! An instant banner
emerges from your printer! 

Examples of banners and signs you can make with Banner-99_. __ __

This program requires a Tl-99/4A with disk drive, 32K memor , Extended 
Basic and printer. 

Look to TEX-COMP-"The Leader of the Pack" for more new and exciting products for your Tl-99/4A. 

*DEVELOPED EXCLUSIVELY FOR TEX-COMP BY GREAT LAKES SOFTWARE 

VISA •"'1 MASTERCARD 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT. 

(818) 366-6831

24 Hour Order Line 

TERMS: All prlcea F.0.8. Loa Angelea. For laate1I 11rwlce UH 
calhiera chect'. or money order. AOd 3% lhlpplng and handling 
(Sl.00 ,rirumurnl. EHi of MIHIHlppl �Va'Yo. CFrH ahlpplng on all 
1011 • .,, Ofderl owe, 1100.001. PrlCH end ·••ttabllfty IUl>IKI to 
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� The IDEAL tool for 
anyone who wonts to 

odd distinction to their 
programs! Whether you 
use the 1 o fonts that 
ore included, or you 

creote your own, 
with FONTMRSTER your 
programs will look as 

good os they run. 
FONTMRSTER requires 

EHt. Bosic, Memory EHp. 
and o Disk Driue to run. 
To get o copy, send a 
check or money order 

for $19.95 to: 

131:�□lllJ 
2849 N. Flonwill 

Tucson, nz 85716 

LEARN THE 

SECRETS OF 

SUPER 

EXTENDED 

BASIC 
Now Available -- the original 

assembly language listing 

of S.X.B.™ (almost 2700 lines 

of coding) $39.95 with proof 

of purchase of S.X.B. or 

$89.95 without + $2 S&H. 

J & K H SOFTWARE 

4911 S. 31st Street 
Arlington, VA 22206 

(703) 820-4131

Visa & MasterCard Accepted 
. .

. 
·•.· ....... 

•·••····• .. .,. .. ........
... ... . .  .

COLOR CHANGES IN FORTH-

(Continued from Page 20 

SWCH and UNSWCH annoying. The following will make it easier: 
( PRINTER WORDS TSF 3DEC84) 
BASE->R HEX 
: PINDEX SWCH INDEX CR UNSWCH ; 
: PUST SWCH LIST CR UNSWCH ; 
: PCR SWCH CR UNSWCH ; 
: PVLIST SWCH VLIST CR UNSWCH ; 
: P" 22 WORD HERE COUNT SWCH TYPE UNSWCH ; 
R->BASE

The first three are obvious, but they do save typing time. PVLIST is a problem
because it only uses 40 columns. This is probably OK since you won't use it often, 
but if you wish to change it, find the definition of VLIST on screen 43, copy it us
ing PVLIST in place of VLIST and 4E in place of 25 near the end of the second 
line. 

P" which of course replaces . " was a bit more complicated because of the way 
in which . "is used. I had to go back to the original definition to figure out where 
to put the SWCH and UNSWCH. 

PDUMP to replace DUMP doesn't appear above because I felt it important to 
use the full 80 columns of the printer. The following will construct PD UMP: 
(apologies to Peter Geitner of Los Angeles, who gave it to me but has never 
published it) 
1) make a new word DUMPlO exactly like DUMPS except 37 in place of IF in
screen 42, line 7.
2) PDUMP is then exactly like DUMP except replace 8 with 10 in scr 43, line 3
and DUMPS with DUMPlO in line 4.
3) Memory can be saved by defining the parts that are the same as new words, and
using these in DUMPS, DUMPlO, DUMP, and PDUMP before and after
changes.

The Forth editors always give the screen number in decimal. I prefer to have it 
also in HEX if I'm using HEX. For the 64-column editor the following will do it: 
on screen 26, in the definition of SCRNO, between BASE->R and R-> BASE 
replace what is there by DUP . BASE @ DECIMAL 16 = IF ." 
HEX ... decimal= " . ELSE DROP ENDIF 

For the 40-column editor go to LIST A on screen 34, replace DECIMAL with 
BASE->R, AFTER SCR # "insert the same code as in the last paragraph, then 
R-> BASE after LOOP.

COLOR CHANGES IN FORTH 
You may wish to change the foreground and background colors in text, 

graphics, multi, and split modes. I wish to use white on transparent, for instance, 
since· I have a monochrome monitor, with the text area below the 64-column 
editor a contrasting black on white. The following information will tell you where 
to do it. XY will always refer to a foreground color of X and a background of Y 
(both in HEX, see your E/ A manual). 
1) TEXT mode-screen 51, line 9, where you see 0F4 7 VWTR change F4 to XY
2) text in GRAPHICS mode-screen 52, lines 6 and 10, where you see F4, use XY
3) screen text in 64-column editor-screen 54, line 6, 0F0 VFILL, 0FO-> 0XY (I
left this unchanged, but 17 looks better on a color TV or monitor)
4) text in SPLIT mode-screen 55, line 6, 0F4 VFILL, 0F4->0XY
5) text in SPLIT2 mode-screen 55, line 11, 0F4 VFILL, 0F4->0XY
6) eursor in 64-column editor-screen 23, line 5 SPCHAR 0 F, F-> X (F, the
default is white, but it must contrast with the background of SPLIT)

BINARY SA VE OF YOUR SYSTEM DISK 
Various people have given suggestions forthis, starting with Craig Miller. The 

(Please tum to Page 24) 
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TEX♦COMP .. 
,\merlca'1 Number One Tl computer retailer 

PRESENTS 

AN EXCITING STRATEGY GAME FOR THE 
Tl-99/4A 

WITH COLOR GRAPHICS FOR 1-4 PLAYERS 

from 

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL 

& 

SCOTT ADAMS 

The Creators of the 
Tl Adventure Serles 

Enter the intriguing world of high finance where even the 
sturdiest of corporate empires can dissolve as quickly as 
they're built. AIRLINE is a no-holds-barred strategy game. 

The object is to construct a sizable empire while competing 
against human and/or computerized opponents. Players 
purchase landing rights from any one of 36 major U.S. cities, 
buy planes and then station them on routes that will max
imize their revenue from fares. And unlike many strategy 
games, the outcome of AIRLINE is solely determined by 
your playing skills. 

Specify cassette or disk. Tl Extended Basic required for 
both versions. 

Through special arrangement with 

Scott Adams, Inc., Tex-Comp is able to 

offer this exciting strategy game for only s49

+
\&H' 

Look to TEX-COMP-"The Leader of the Pack" for more new and exciting products for your Tl-99/4A. 

• Add $1.95 S&H If not ordered with additional items. 

VISA and MASTERCARD IINO 0t100 AND ••111 CHICIII ,,.,,.,u ,o 
Texas lnstrwnerl.S 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT: 

(818) 366-6631

24 Hour Order Line 
TUUl41: All p,ICH F.0.1. Loi Ang1111. For 1111111 llfflcl 1111 
CUhl•• c:"-<:� or money OtOlf. Add 30,,, ■hipping Ind hlndllng 
1$3.00 ,rir11mum1. EIII of MIHIHlppl O't%. 1FrH ■hipping on.,, 
IOtlWlfl o,a,1 over 1100.001. Prlc .. and IYlll&blllt)' IUbfecl to 
chano■ without notice Wa rHtrvt Iha tight to llmlt quantlllH. 

TEXJt,COMP'· 
, 0 1101 Uot• - OIIANAOA HIUI. CA tlJU ♦ 

AUTHOfUU0 OIAllfl 

NOTI: �,,,,,,,., ,,. 11111 '""" 1ceomp1ny tit o,de,a CredH•C•rf. 
Comptny Clleca or Money O,o., to, ,mmec,,11, 1lllptfletu ,,..,,_.. 
Checo'"'"'" IIP 10 f Wfftl to c11,, C,r,,o,,.,, O,dltl edd '"" ••• 
,., 

SPECIFY DISK OR CASSETTE VERSION 
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l· l 

'' .1•�.:�

FREE 
�CATAU 

••�Y8P■ iCS
13721 LYNN STREET, SUITE 15 

WOODBRIDGE, VA 22191 

FORTH CORRECTIONS-

(Continued from Page 22) 
following may make it easier. 

First, of course, decide which editor you want to use, then use it to make the 

changes above. Then change the definition of MENU on screen 20 to read 272 

256 DO etc. This will give you garbage at the top of the screen when you first load 

everything, but will be useful later, as all of screen 20 can be used as the menu. 

Next set up a blank screen that will load all your options in the order you wish. 

Here is mine: 

( ORDER OF LOADING FOR BSAVE) BASE->R DECIMAL FORGET 

-SYNONYMS

: TOMI ; 51 LOAD 6 LOAD (-SYNONYMS-TEXT -NEWORDS)

: TOM2; 57 LOAD 52 LOAD (-GRAPH-GRAPH!)

: TOM3 ; 54 LOAD ( -GRAPH2)

: TOM4 ; 55 LOAD ( -SPLIT)

: TOMS ; 45 LOAD ( -FLOAT)

: TOM6 ; 53 LOAD ( -MULTI)

:TOM7;�LOAD39LOAD72LOAD89LOAD

( -DUMP -COPY -PRINT -PWORDS)

: TOMS ; 22 LOAD ( -64SUPPORT EDITOR) 

: TOM9 ; ( BORDER FOR PROGRAMS WITHOUT OPTIONS) 

: TOMlO; 83 LOAD ( -BSAVE) 

R->BASE 

Notice how often my name appears (I like it). These are dummy defining words 

that provide borders so that I can FORGET just as much as I want. Notice that I 

also FORGET -SYNONYMS at the top so that words won't be duplicated. This 

also necessitated using xx LOAD directly, rather than the defined words. Now, 

once you have FLUSH'd everything, type COLD and when it is done, x LOAD, 

where x is the screen you used for the above, then insert a copy of the disk and 

type, in DECIMAL,' TASK 21 BSA VE . (Include the last period.) This will print 

out the next available screen, and leave much of the disk for other things. Note 

that your original disk retains the order of loading, so that if anything happens to 

the BSAVE'd disk, it is easy to reconstruct. You can now edit screen 20 to take 

full advantage of your new MENU. My version is below, and includes other op

tions that I placed after the BSA VE portion. 

ALREADY LOADED: [FORGET BACK TO (XXX)] 

(TOMI) -SYNONYMS -TEXT -NEWORDS 

(TOM2) -GRAPH -GRAPH! (TOM3) -GRAPH2 

(TOM4) -SPLIT (TOM5) -FLOAT 

(TOM6) -MULTI (TOM7)-DUMP -COPY -PRINT 

(TOMS) -64SUPPORT (TOM9) options 

(TOM 10) free, re-enter if forgotten 

New words: forget with TOMI 

BASEINDEC EB PAGE SIZE NEW BYE-flushes 2FORMAT-DISK 

Printer words: loaded with -PRINT 

P" PCR PUST PVLIST PDUMP PINDEX 

Available options: 

-ASSEMBLER-CRU-BSAVE-TRACE-TESTHEAD -FORTHTRAN

-DOUBLECOPY (clears all memory first) -DECOMPILE

-SEARCH -2FORTHCOPY

Note that I indicate how to FORGET each section. Also, anything beyond the

40th character on a line will be printed on a new line on your screen, so arrange

this screen carefully.

Now all you need to do is edit screen 3 to BLOAD what you have. Here is mine: 

( WELCOME SCREEN ) BASE-> R HEX F0 7 8 SYSTEM 10 SYSTEM 

0 0 GOTOXY ." Loading ... TI FORTH" 10 83C2 C! DECIMAL 21 BLOAD 

(Please turn to Page 26) 
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TEX-If COMP .. 
America's Number One Tl computer retailer 

Expand your TI-99 I 4A Home Computer 
with a NEW & Exciting Card 

for the TI Peripheral Expansion Box 

TRIPLE TECH 
From Cii CorComp ] 

• 

Special 
Introductory

Price 

1 CLOCK/CALENDAR: Provides real time: YEAR, MONTH, DATE, DAY OF THE
• WEEK, HOURS, MINUTES AND SECONDS. The Clock/Calendar will feature a crystal

controlled oscillator accurate to .0020Jo and battery back-up so that the clock calendar will still 
operate for over six months even with power turned off. 
The Clock Calendar can easily be accessed through either TI Basic or TI Extended Basic. This 
makes the CorComp Clock/Calendar portion of TRIPLE TECH ideal for bulletin board systems, 
computerized time management and the computing of the hobbyists. 
2 64K PRINTER BUFFER: The Buff er is virtually compatible with any printer and requires

• no user modification of software-it installs easily, in seconds. Includes 64k Memory,
Copy Function for immediate duplication of print-out and Clear Function to empty buffer. 
3 SPEECH SYNTHESIZER CONNECTION: Now you can place your TI Speech Synthesizer

• board into your TI Peripheral Box. You simply remove the TI Speech Synthesizer board
from its housing and plug on to TRIPLE TECH! 
TRIPLE TECH will allow you normal use of your TI Speech Synthesizer while eliminating the 
need for the external box plugged into the side of your console. 

ALSO 
For those of you without TI Expansion Boxes: 
The NEW 9900 Stand Alone Clock. Contains Clock with all features above plus load/interrupt 
switch for exciting screen dump programs. Interfaces with all TI and CorComp Stand Alones 
including 9900 SySlem. Introductory Off er $6995

SEND ORDER AND MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: 

ell . TEX.lfCOMP'" �·_!f-,.ffi:0:��= CIC
P.O, BOX 33064-GAANADA HILLS, CA 91344 

(l1I) lH-64Sl1 

NOTE: 

All prices reflect a 3% discount 
for cash. Add 3% If paying by 
Credit Card. 

'CONTINENTAL US ONLY 

Payment In full must accompany all orders. Credit Card, Company 
Check or Money Order for Immediate shipment. Personal checks re• 
Quire up to 4 weell:s to clear. Call lorn la orders add 6 '11 % sales tax, 

When In the Los Angeles area visit our modern warehouse outlet store 
where you can purchase all Tl Items at our regular discount prices. Call 
for location & hours! 

Send $2.00 for our new 99/4A 30-page catalog & buyer's guide. 
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We've done It again I
First came our arcade quality games 
like Spy'• Demi••• Pizza and our 
renowned construction kit Gravity 
Ma1ter .. 

Next came the utilities Super Copy 
and the fabled 9900BASIC package. 

By now you've probably seen or 
heard of CSI Window, which is 
drawing the acclaim it deserves. 

Our latest masterpiece is AAEDIT

Advanced Assembly language 
EDITor. Features: 

1) 40X24 display.

2) Uses standard DN 80 files.

3) Uses the same function keys as
Tl's editor.

4) Command Mode

5) Runs from the Editor-Assembler
Load and Run option.

6-?) Performs syntax checking on 
your statements as you enter them. 
This means that you may never 
have to re-edit and re-assemble a 
file because of an avoidable syntax 
or addressing error. As long as you 
are scrolling or paging through text 
or entering correct statements you 
never even know it's there. If you 
mistype a mnemonic or directive or 
use an incorrect addressing mode 
you receive a pleasant bonk and 
the cursor is placed on top of the of
fending character awaiting your 
correction. 

AAEDIT will be sold for $19.95; 
however, all orders postmarked 
before August 1, 1985 will receive. 
AAEDIT at our special SECOND AN
NIVERSARY price of only $14.95. 

CSI Design Group 

Box 50150 
St .. Louis, MO 63105 

FORTH CORRECTIONS-

(Continued from Page 24) 

FORGET TOMlO ( eliminate BSAVE) 
: -ASSEMBLER 34 LOAD;: -TRACE 50 LOAD;: -CRU 42 LOAD; 
: -FORTHTRAN 46 LOAD ; : -TESTHEAD 44 LOAD; : -BSA VE 43 LOAD ; 
: -DOUBLECOPY 48 LOAD ; : -DECOMPILE 51 LOAD ; 
: -SEARCH 55 LOAD ; : -2FORTHCOPY 33 LOAD ; 
1 VDPMDE ! 0 DISK_LO ! 180 DISK_SIZE ! 540 DISK_HI ! 
PAGE MENU : TOMlO; ( BORDER PRESERVING OPTIONS) 
R->BASE 

Now FLUSH again and you are ready. If you type COLD, you should get the 
whole thing back, with a nice neat menu on the whole screen. 

SHORT FORTHTRAN 
Here is the shortest FORTHTRAN I know (mainly because all comments are 

eliminated). Apologies to Mike Amundsen for this one, but it is modified to allow 
multiple screen transfers at once. When it is loaded the first time brief instruc
tions are written on the screen. Note that in order to use quotes on screen I had to 
make a new word, appropriately called ". since this can't be put inside of . " 

( SHORT FORTHTRAN 1DEC84 TSF) e.ASE->R DECIMAL 
: 

1 34 ENH ; : 1NS1 CLS O 9 GOTOXY • u ENTER 
FIRST SCREEN #, Nlt1BER OF SCREENS TO MOVE, THEN: s CR CR • u OSK 

-SCR OR SCR-DSK 1 

; HEX : INS2 . e TYPE INS1 TO REPEAT OR FORGET u 
1 

; 0 VARIABLE FILBUF 50 ALLOT PABS, At FILBUF 1900 FILE FILT
RAN : SETF I LE FIL TIW� SET -PAB SQNTL DSPLY 1JRBL 50 REC-LEN ;
DECil'tiL : PUTFILE OUTPT FILTIW� OPN WER t SWAP DO I

BLOCK CR CR • 1 FI LE TRANSFER IN PROGRESS ••
1 CR CR 16 0 DO DUP FILBUF 64 CHOVE I REC-NO 64 WRT 64 t LOOP
DROP LOOP CLSE BEEP • 1 DI SK FI LE CIJ1PLETED. • CR CR INS2 QUIT
: GETFILE INPT FILTRAN OPN OVER t SWAP DO I DUP BLOCK
CR CR • • F 1 LE T�SFER IN PROGRESS ... 1 

CR CR 16 0 DO FILBUF 64 B�KS
I REC-NO RD DROP DUP FILBUF SWAP 64 Ct10VE 64 t
LOOP DROP BLOCK DROP UPDATE LOOP CLSE FLUSH BEEP
• 

1 SCREEN Ctt1PLETED' CR CR 1NS2 QUIT ; R-)BASE --)
( SHORT FORTHTIW�, P. 2) BASE-> R
: INS.• ENTER FILE DESCRIPTOR WORD-USE THE FORM' CR
• I F-D 1 I , I DSKx .xxx a 

B CR CR , B THEN TYPE I j
: SCR-DSK CLS 9 3 GOTOXY , 8 SCREEN TO DISK TRANSFER• 9 4

GOTOXY • I =======

CR CR CR CR CR SETFILE BEEP INS I •• PUTFILE 1 I CR QUIT
: DSK-SCR CLS 9 3 GOTOXY • • DISK TO SCREEN TP.ANSFER 1 9 4 

GOTOXY , 1 ======= 
CR CR CR CR CR SETFILE BEEP INS • • • GETFJLE 8 • CR QUIT 

lNSl R-)BASE 

COLOR CHANGES IN ZORK 
The following are programs that will run in Extended BASIC to change the 

screen colors in ZORK. The first is for the Extended BASIC ZORK loader 
(BOOT) and the second is for the Editor/ Assembler ZORK loader (BOOTl). 
Please make sure you are doing this to a copy, in case something goes wrong. 
100 OPEN #1:"DSKl.BOOT",DISPLAY ,FIXED 80,RELATIVE 
110 LINPUT #1,REC X:A$ :: PRINT X :: P = POS(A$, "07F4" ,1):: IF P THEN 
PRINT "THIS IS IT" ;A$ : : GOTO 120 ELSE X = X + 1 : : GOTO 110 

120 AS=SEGS(A$,l,P+ l)&"F0"&SEG$(A$,P+4,80):: Q=POS(A$," ",P):: 

AS=SEG$(A$,1,Q-7)&"8"&SEG$(A$,Q-5,80):: PRINT #1,REC X:A$ 
130 CLOSE #1 

(Please tum to Page 28) 
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Half-height double-sided. double-density disk drives at 
unheard of prices! These drives will provide 360K of storage 
when used with the Corcomp or Myarc disk controller cards. 
They will provide 180K with the T.I. controller card. 

21223 Single Stand Alone Drive With Cables ___ S169.95 

21224 Dual Stand Alone Drives With Cables. 
(2 Drives) ____________ S249.95 

21221 Bare Drives to install in Peripheral Box. Two will fit 
in the Peripheral Box! Order Two of these Drives 
and receive the required cable kit free. 
(SaveS30.00!) __________ $119.95 

21220 Cable Kit for connecting Two Half-Height Drives.
Specify P-Box or Stand Alone) 

, 
$29. 95 

Drives brands will vary. We only sell top brands such as Shugart, 
Qume. and Teac. All drives carry a full warranty. 

FOR TOTAL T.I. SUPPORT 

. rnIP-U-fdRRE 
SUPER NEW ADVENTURE GAMES 

Do you own a T.I. Adventure Command Module? Have you solved all of the adventures that T.I. 
released? Well. Comp-U-Ware is proud to announce the first three programs in an all-new series of 
adventures that operate with the T.I. Adventure Module. These 9dventures are the most exciting 
ever. These programs are available on Cassette or Disk and operate in the same manner as the T.I. 
programs and do require the adventure module. Order yours today! 

1001A The Meaning of Life .......................................................... $19.95 

1002A The Counts Revenge ......................................................... $19.95 

1003A Quest To Earth ............................................................... $19.95 

OTHER COMP-U-WARE VALUES: 

Axiom Parallax Interface (Directly connects any 
parallel printer to the 99/4A) .............. $74.95 
Parallel printer cable ...................... $24. 95 
BMC Color Monitor with Free Cable ....... 

1
S229. 95 

Cor-Comp or Myarc RS232 Card ......... $79. 95 
Cor-Comp or "':1Yarc Disk Controller Card .. $159.95 
NEWI Myarc 128K Memory Card .......... $199.95 
Cor-Comp or Myarc 32K Memory Card ..... $99. 95 
Extended Basic Command Module ....... $59. 95 
Widget Port Expander from Navorone ...... $29. 95 

Cor-Comp 9900 Expansion System ........ $324.95 
NEW! Disk Manager II (Disk) ............... $34.95 
Typwriter Word Processor (Cassette or Disk Version 
Requires Only Extended Basic and a Cassette or 
Disk System!) ......................... .... $32.95 
SPECIAL! Upgrade Kit for Cor-Comp Expansion 
System (Adds DS/DD Disk Controller and 
32K) .................................... $249.95 
Cassette Cable for 99 / 4A .................. $3. 95 

Don't miss out on other great buys! Comp-U-Ware stocks a full line of 99 / 4A software and hardware. 
Send $200 for catalog. (refundable with first order) or mail us your name and address and we will 
add you to our mailing list. This will insure that you don't miss out on other Comp-U-Ware specials. 

Send orders and make checks or money orders payable to: 

Orders may be prepaid with a check or money COMP-U-WARE ( 806) 792-6184
order or we will ship C.Q.D. Add 3% for Shipping P.O. Box 93174 
and Handling. Texas residents add 5.125% Lubbock. TX 79413 
Sales Tax. 

There will be an additional $3.00 charge for 
CO.D. orders. 

Prices are subject to change without notice. 
Allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery. 
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Do you own a T.I. Adventure Module? If so, 

you can now experience three nev1 

adventures that you won't quickly solve-if 

at all. If you like a challenge then these 

programs are for you Available only from 

Comp-U-Ware. Specify disk or cassette. 

1001A The Meaning of Life ........ 19.95 

1002A The Counts Revenge ....... 19.95 

1003A Quest To Earth ............. 19.95 

0� may be prepaid with a 
check a moneyaderawew1II 
ship C O C, Add 3% $h1pp1ng 
cr,d Handling Texas residents 
odd 5 125% Soles lox 

COMP-U-WARE 
(806) 792-6184
P.O. Box 93174
Lubbock, TX 79413
Prices are subject to 
change without 

There will be on odd1t,onol 
$3.00 charge for COD orders 

notice. Allow 2 to 3 
weeks for delivery. 

- - - -- - ----- -- -- - -

FOR FOR 

IBM� YOUR BEST BETS I Tl991'A 

·-·- ·-· ·· ·· .. ·-·· -···· 

l••lu@••IM■••IHI
.f.-::,"t ... -=·

uu,... P i C 1-::: E r
1t For All Lottery Games-

* Lotto 

Dally Number 

Pick 4 

* Pre-Pro11rammed For All Games In USA & Canada 

* Customize To Any System 

* Improves Your Chance For Million Dollar Jackpots! 

ONLY $35 ( + $p5 shipping) 

Send for free catalog 

* For NFL and USFL 
* Wlam1 Tnck Record! 

* Euy To Uae-Requlra Only 

5 Mlaata A Week 
* A■:, Newap■per Supplies 

Stata 

* Paya For ltlelfl 
1t Coulate■d:, Prod■ce1 

The Ultimate 
Pro Football Analyzer 

'PRO 

FOOTBALL 

ANALYST. 

ONLY $35 ( + $1.75 shipping) 

OIDl1t 10TH OHL Y $60 
*SPECIAL* (+$4 1hlppln9) SAVE $10 

ORDER TODAY! 
Mail check or money order to: C.O.D. Orders 

RIDGE SERVICES available at no 

170 lroadway, Suite 201-M {B extra cbar11el 

New York, NY l003I 
CALL (718) 833-6335 

Specify Ta?C/Dislc & Machine AllrefrisedC.O.D. orders are 
Include 5% Shipping Charges. subject to a $7. 50 restocking 
NY residents add 8.25% tax. charge. 

FORTH CORRECTIONS-

(Continued from Page 26) 

100 OPEN #1:"DSKl.BOOTl",DISPLAY ,FIXED 80,RELATIVE 

110 LIN PUT #I ,REC X:A$ PRINT X 

P = POS(A$,CHR$(7)&CHR$(244), 1):: IF P THEN PRINT "THIS IS IT";A$ :: 

GOTO 120 ELSE X=X+ 1 :: GOTO 110 

120 A$=SEG$(A$,1,P)&CHR$(240)&SEG$(A$,P+2,80):: PRINT #1,REC 

X:A$ 

130 CLOSE #1 
You can substitute colors of your choice in line 120 of either program. "F0" in 

the Extended BASIC version indicates white on transparent. CHR$(240) in the se

cond, is the decimal equivalent of F0. 

While we're at it, if you would like to have an automatic start from Load And 

Run in the Editor/ Assembler, instead of typing "ST ART", run the following 
program; 

100 OPEN #1:"DSKl.BOOTl",RELATIVE,FIXED :: X= 170 
110 LINPUT #1,REC X:A$ :: IF ASC(A$)<>54 THEN X=X+ 1 :: GOTO 110 

120 LINPUT #1,REC X+ 1:B$ :: PRINT #1,REC X:"l"&SEG$(A$,2,2)&"F" 
:: PRINT #l:A$ :: PRINT #l:B$ :: CLOSE #1 :: PRINT X 

COLOR CHANGES IN THE EDITOR/ ASSEMBLER 
The essential problem in trying to change the screen or character color in the 

EDIT program is that absolutely every byte of memory except that actually used 

by the program itself may be used to store data that has been written. The sub

program needed is actually rather short and simple-but where to put it? 

It turns out that TI always puts a line of visible ASCII characters near the 

beginning of its programs that declare the copyright, etc. These bytes are never 
actually used, and therefore can be replaced. There are 42 bytes available (16 

words of memory)-that's it! The unassembled version follows (you'll never ac
tually use it) and is basically a VWTR to change VDP register 7. 

AORG >22B2 TWO WORDS TO BE REPLACED, TO BRANCH OUT OF PROGRAM 

BL @@>2020 THE WORDS REPLACED ARE > C020,>FFD8 

AORG >201E 

MOY 0,@@>201E TO SAVE REGISTER 0 WHICH NEEDS TO BE USED 

LI 0,>8717 FIRST NYBBLE MUST BE 8, 2ND IS THE REGISTER TO BE CHANGED 
••• 3RD IS FOREGROUND COLOR,4TH IS BACKGROUND(BLACK ON CY AN) 

SWPB 0 NEED TO WRITE LSB FIRST 

MOVB 0,@@>8C02 VDP WRITE ADDRESS(AUTO INCREMENTS) 

SWPB 0 

MOVB 0,@@>8C02 THIS COMPLETES CHANGING VDP REGISTER 7 

MOV @@>201E,0 PRESERVES THE PREVIOUS WS REGISTER 0 

MOV @@>FFD8,0 THESE ARE THE BYTES REPLACED BY THE BL INSTRUCTION 

RT RETURN TO THE ORIGINAL PROGRAM 

The following instructions apply to using TI-Forth or Disk Fixer to change the 

necessary bytes. First make a copy of the EDITl program onto an empty disk. 
This is necessary so that you will know exactly where the program is located, 

namely starting in sector >22 (SCR #8 in Forth). Now get the FORTH DUMP 

routine into memory and EMPTY-BUFFERS. Type HEX 9 BLOCK and 20CA 4 
DUMP. You should see 22B2 C020. (In Disk Fixer this is Sector >24, address 

OOB8.) Replace these two words with 06A0 2020. 
In Forth use the following method: first,type in the replacement words in 

reverse order, remembering the spaces in between, then press enter (there is room 

for 16 per entry). Second type SP@ addr bytes CMOVE, where addr is the first 
address the words are to be moved to, and bytes is twice the number of words. 

(Please turn to Page 30) 
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THE MOST HIGHLY FEATURED, EASY TO USE DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

FOR THE 99/4A. 

This data base, formletter, inventory, list and label system has been extensively tested in small businesses around 
the country for more than a year. In that time, the program has come to include features not available in 
other data base systems including: 

• Total flexability. YOU specify record length. YOU
decide how many records per disk. YOU create 
any printout combination from simple lab_els to 
column-by-column lists to business forms such
as invoices, etc. 

• Up to ten field direct sorting and unlimited SUB
SORTING capabilities.

• Full interfacing with Tl Writer-created letters and
or reports. 

• Full featured utilities package that allows virtually
unlimited merging, purging and sublist preparation
of any data base file.

• A "total catalog" utility that allows disk catalog
ing with the same sorting, merging and manipula
tion of the data as any other data base file.

• An exclusive formletter program that allows selec
tive writing of up to 5 DIFFERENT formletters at
the SAME TIME based on ANY combination of 
match options specified by YOU. 

• A formletter option that will automatically rewrite
any portion of your data base files AFTER a letter 
is printed.

• Full compatability with any disk drive configuration, 
taking full advantage of multiple disk systems. 

• Eliminate repetition. All sorts, formletters, · custom 
printout designs, etc. are saved so you only need 
to do these things once. 

• High speed search function allows almost instant
access to any record. Program uses "virtual
memory" system so that no list is too big or too
small for rapid processing.

• Unlimited printout options. Print to screen, printer,
disk, RS232, modem, even to a file in a 128K
memory expansion card. 

• Full instru.ctions on coding a record for specific
retrieval letter. Single line coding not necessary. 
Gang them up and save valuable record space. 

• Plenty more and our guarantee to answer your
questions·. The SPC Software hotline is open 
weekdays between 3:00 and 7:00 p. m. EST to 
answer your Data Base 1 questions.

• Full documentation that is easy to understand
and complete with examP.les, suggestions and 
helpful hints. 

. . .  And, this program has been critically reviewed: 

"Data Base 1 is excellent. I have other databases for our machine and, sincerely, this is the only one I use 
with regularity. " 

Dr. Ronald Albright, Tl Systems Operator for CompuServ 

DATA BASE 1 / FORMLETTER / UTILITY PACKAGE is now available tor the introductory price of 
$29.95. Minimum system configuration: Console, Extended Basic, 32K Memory Expans;on, Disk Drive. Printer 
and RS232, of course, are recommended. 

Check or money order for $29.95 to: SPC SOFTWARE COMPANY 

BOX 121 
BRIGHTWATERS, NY 11718 

For COD Phone orders, call: (516) 587-5462 COD Charges extra. 
Same day order shipping by first class mail. 

1]iT'ITlf�ff"'i!l]II''y;· rn '.' y❖ 'T •,• ' · . T . T rx � . . i 1 . , .. '. 
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THE STRAIGHT "A" DISK + AID 

DISK + AID is the single sectoring program people keep coming back to after trying 
everything else. DISK + AID has been termed by many to be one of the most user friendly 
single sectoring utility programs available for the Tl-99/4A Computer today. This entire pro
gram is single key stroke driven from a menu with help available at the touch of a button. With 
over 30 major operations ranging from a screen editor of memory and a sector of information, 
to a sector mapping feature unmatched by any program, DISK + AID is designed to assist 
both beginner and expert users in the recovery of lost information. The incredible 8 ½ x 11 
manual has 4 complete pages dedicated to providing guidelines in the recovery of data. The 
new SPEED LOADER makes the program usable in XB, EA or MM and will load the program 
in under 8 seconds in XB and under 6 seconds in EA and MM. This program is being marketed 
under the D.I.P. program outlined in the July issue of MICROpendium. Thru the D.I.P; pro
gram, almost 700 sectors of DOCUMENTED source code is available for purchase. Call or 
write for details. To order this amazing program, send $20.00 plus $1.50 shipping. 

THE AMAZING GRAPHX 

This unbelievable program, which comes to us from down under in Australia, is truly one of 
the most powerful, user friendly graphics programs ever written for the TI-99/4A Computer. 
This program received A's and A+ 's in the June issue of MICROpendium. The program has 
many features offered only in professional graphics systems costing thousands of dollars. Now 
you can get this powerful program for less than the suggested retail price, WITHOUT having 
to deal with money conversion to Australia and the international mail system. Thru us the pro
gram is only $45.00 plus $1.50 shipping. We will fill your order the next when your requested 
version is in stock. Please call for quantity ordering discounts. Specify XB, EA, MM when 
ordering. 

TOTALLY NEW, POWERFUL DATA BASE 

As a complete database program, DATAMAN is, for the price, unmatched. The program 
features complete design of your own data entry screens utilizing graphics and text, with full 
data value checking. This program has a feature not found in any other database as far as I 
know. The p�ogram will perform math calculations you specify on fields of data as you enter 
them. This is a very powerful feature for databases used to keep or tally scores or money 
balances. The program also features an editor for custom designing your own printouts. You 
can enter up to 28 characters per field with up to 30 fields per record. You can also build 
SECONDARY screens that are accessed from the main screens to give you almost unlimited 
control over your database. The program is available in two versions: DMl .0 is for XB and 
disk drive without 32K mem. DM2.0 has a powerful high speed record indexing feature that 
provides instant record access to records in very short order. This version requires 32K, XB 
and disk drive. Thru bulk purchasing, we can bring this program to you below the suggested 
S39.95 retail value. Thru us the program is only $35.00 plus $1.SO shipping. Quantity dis
counts arc available. Please specify DMl.0 or DM2.0. 

EASY BILL PAYING 

EASY BILL PA YING is the most unique home budget utility I have ever had the pleasure to 
use. This program makes paying your bills enjoyable, instead of a frustrating encounter. 
EASY BILL PA YING features a unique way of tracking all uncashed checks, cashed checks 
and tagged payments, for individual processing from month to month. As you sit down to pay 
bills and balance your checkbook, this program docs it all. It also features a program which 
utilizes your data files to help you create a budget for paying the infrequent bills like insurance 
and property taxes. Also featured- is a bar graph program that will plot your budget from 
month to month utilizing, again, your data. This unvclicvablc program and full documenta
tion is being offered under the D.I.P. program. The registration fee for this program is just 
S20.00 plus $1.50 shipping. YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT. 

MICH RESIDENTS ADD 4ct/o SALES TAX. To order send check or money order for the in
cljcatcd amounts to: 

THOMSON SOFTWARE (D.I.P .) 

3507 MURL 

MUSKEGON, .MI 49442 

( 616) 773-4504

FORTH-

(Continued from Page 28) 

Third, check your results with DUMP. 
Then UPDATE FLUSH. Now check 
Sector >22 in Disk Fixer, address 
0024-0043 (EMPTY-BUFFERS 8 

BLOCK 2236 20 DUMP in Forth). 
You should see 2843 2920 434F 5059 
etc. These 16 words should be replaced 

by: 
2020 C800 201E 0200 8717 06C0 D800 8C02 

06C0 D800 8C02 C020 201E C020 FFD8 045B 
When you have finished this, type 

UPDATE FLUSH (in Forth) and you 
are done! Note that you can of course 

choose any other colors besides black 

on cyan by changing the LSB of the 
word at 223E above (002C in Disk Fix
er) to the colors of your choice. See 
your manual for codes. 

Be sure you have a backup copy, 

which you should anyway. I don't 
want to be responsible if you lose your 

only one. 

Datax remains 

in Tl market 

Datax Company of Ridgewood, 
New York, says that an announcement 
that it was placing its programs in the 
public domain "was a mistake." The 

June MICROpendium carried an item 
stating that Datax "all our 99/4A pro
ducts are now available as public do

main, while quantities last." This in
formation was provided by Mike 

Bergen, who is associated with Datax' 

marketing staff. 

However, according to Achim, "we 
do not have any problem with our soft
ware, and not all our products were 
public domain, only those that were to 

be replaced by our new packages that 
will soon be released. We never intend

ed to leave the TI market, and pro

bably we will still be around as long as 
there is interest in this great 

computer.'' 

According to Achim, the company is 
preparing an integrated package with 

windowing capabilities that is compati
ble with TI-Writer. 
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'Techie' BBS is ,dream come true 

By MIKE CHRISTIANSON 
Everyone has a few secret dreams. 

Mine was running a TI bulletin board. 
I finally realized that dream, thanks 

in part to a Freeware program called 
the "Te�hie." Written by an electrical 
engineering student at the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison, the Techie is a 
full-featured and amazingly user
friendly program that must be seen to 
be appreciates.' It has a versatile and 
unique message base that has 
categories for all the most popular TI 
programming languages, as well as an 
"Other" or miscellaneous category for 
messages that don't fit in the others. 
The Techie features a user "Delete" 
feature as well as auto reply in this very 
readable format. 

Other features of the Techie include 
Sysop Chat and Feedback; Check for 
mail; ability to change password, text 
and screen color selection; listing of all 
other users; a toggle for expert· mode; 
user verification of status; message 
scanning; user-readable files for system 
information and user group info; and 
an on-line text adventure game. In ad
dition, there is a listing of other Techie 
BBS systems. Monty Schmidt, the 
author of Techie, promises more 
features to come, including true TE2 
file transfer. 

I am delighted with my BBS, and 
have often heard the comment that 
Techie was the most user friendly BBS 
around. It's no dog on speed either! 
The program runs in Extended BASIC, 
but has a wealth of assembly support 
routines. Even after using the program 
for nearly two months, I am still amaz
ed that something of this quality is be
ing given away as freeware! Other TI 
BBS programs sell in excess of $100. I 
conducted a telephone interview with 
Monty in May to find out a little more 
about him and- the program. This in
terview follows. 

Mike: Monty, why did you write the 
BBS program in the first place? 

Monty: I wanted to run a BBS 
myself. I also wanted to make a pro-

gram, as good as any, and make it 
available for free,. I feel that anyone 
wanting to run a· BBS should be able to 
do it. 

Mike: The BBS adventure was a nice 
touch. Do you plan on more adven
tures? 

Monty: Yes, at some point. I'm 
pretty busy with my "You Asked for 
It" software line. It's also freeware. I 
have an uncompacter nearly finished. 
It wjll change compressed code to un
compressed, so you can use it from Ex
tended BASIC. I also am working on a 
new screen dump utility. It will save an 
Extended BASIC screen to disk in 
VAR-80 format, so you can transfer it 
via TE2. 

Mike: You sound pretty busy. Why 
bother with the TI at all? Isn't it a 
"dead" machine? 

Monty: Well, I like it. I got my first 
TI at 17. I think it has the best 
assembler there is, at least as far as 
micros go. I am familiar and comfor
table with it. 

Mike: Will you continue to perfect 
the BBS with new refinements? 

Monty: Yes, as time permits. I have 
my studies and some semblance of a 
social life to consider. I spend a lot of 
time helping other TI owners also. 

Mike: What do you like better about 
the Techie? 

Monty: It's more user-friendly, has 
a better message base and updates and 
changes are easy to implement. Also, I 
am available to help. Easily available. 

Mike: Why give the program away 
when others are selling (and selling 
well) in the $ 100 + range? 

Monty: I don't want the hassle of 
having to deal with· selling it. And I 
guess I'm a nice guy! Besides, I'm real
ly proud that people think enough of it 
to want to use it. 

Mike: What advice can you give to 
others wanting to write a BBS pro
gram? 

Monty: Well, it's a big project. The 
first version took three weeks and I'm 
embarrassed to show that· one to 

anybody. The present version has 
taken more than four months. I would 
advise writing your own 1/0 routines 
in assembly. Or better yet, get a copy 
of Techie and use anything you can. 
Why start from scratch? 

Mike: What improvements do you 
see in Techie's future? 

Monty: The two- and three-way 
conferencing, TE2 file transfers, 
ASCII downloads of my freeware and 
other good ·public domain assembly 
stuff, 1200/300 baud operation, a 
RAM disk and much more that I will 
keep secret for now. 

Mike: How can someone interested 
in the Techie obtain one? 

Monty: They can write me or con
tact a Techie sysop. They are authoriz
ed and encouraged to duplicate the 
program. [Note: Information on the 
program will appear on the Freeware 
page published in alternate issues of 
MICROpendium.-Ed.] 

Mike: Can any user design a new 
adventure game for Techie? And if so, 
how do they get their ideas to you? 

Monty: Sure they can. Again, con
tact me or a sysop. They can look over 
the original game and change the text 
to compose the new game if they wish. 

Mike: What do you need from them 
to add their game to the BBS as a pro
gram? 

Monty: Ideally, a running program 
in Extended BASIC. Or descriptions 
of the rooms, choices of input and 
what happens. Or hard copy listing 
from their micro. It doesn't even have 
to be a Tl. 

Mike: How do you feel about 
"machine exclusive" boards? 

Monty: The Techie was one at first. 
But I think they're kind of snooty. I 
realize that there can be a lot of great 
ideas and input from others, regardless 
of machine. I wouldn't like to be ex
cluded from a BBS because of the 
micro I use. 

Mike: Can anyone help with the 
Techie right now? 

(Please tum to Page 34)
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---Texas Instruments Ti-994A - COMPUTERS. COMPONENTS ANO SOFTWARE----

TEX Jf COMP'�roudly Introduces
America's Number One TI computer retailer 

dventure 
For the Texas Instruments 

ATTENTION.TI OWNERS, 
By special arrangement with Texas Instruments and Aduen

ture International, TEX-COMP offers the entire 12-uolume 

series of Scott Adam's Aduenture for the Tl-9914A Home 

Computer at a special package price of only $49. 95. Saue 

hundreds of dollars off the original suggested retail price. The 

Scott Adams Aduenture Series, produced for euery major 

brand of home and personal computer, is recognized as the 

leading name in aduenture gaming. 

You only need the Tl-9914A (or 9914) console and a tape 

recorder or disk driue storage capability. Insert the Tl Aduen

ture Module• into the console and load the particular game 

you want to play from cassette or disk. You are transported to 

another time and place where two-word commands allow you 

to manipulate objects and perform acts as if you were actually 

there. The object of each game uaries as the games 

themselues do. It may take hours, days or euen months. Like 

a good nouel, you can lay it down and then continue where 

you left off. Saue the game on cassette or disk and then recall 

it. 

TEX-COMP makes Tl aduenturing inexpensiue and ex

citing, and offers complete supporting products-Tl Aduen

ture Command Module, only $6. 95, and the Official Scott 

Adams Aduenture Hint Book, only $7. 95. 

BE SURE TO SPECIFY DISK OR CASSETTE WITH YOUR ORDER! 

THE ADVENTURES. • • 

•1 ADYENTURELAND - Wander through an enchanted realm and trv 10 
uncover tl'le t J lost treasures There are wild an,mals and ma9,ca1 t>e,ngs 
to reckon with as well as many other perils and mysteries Th,s ,s tl'le 
Adams Class,c that started ,1 all' O,fliculty Level Moderate 

#2 PIRATE ADVENTURE - Only by exploring 11'1,s strange ,stand w,H you 
be able 10 uncover the clues necessary 10 1ead you 10 your elusive goal -
recovering tl'le lost treasures of Long John S,lver D,ff,culty Level Beg,nner 

#3 ADVENTURE •3 - In th,s uc,ting "dventure. 1,me ,s of the essence 
as you race the ciock to complete your m,ss,on ,n tome - or else the 
world's first automated nuclear reactor ,s doomed' If you surv,ve th,s chal
lenging m,ss,on. consider yourself a true "dventurer• D,11,culty Level 
Advanced 

•• VOODOO CASTLE - Tl'le Count has fallen v,ct,m 10 a f,end,sh curse 
placed on him by hos enem,es There he hes. w,th you h,s only possible 
hope W,11 you pull off a rescue. or ,s he really Clown for rne Count?• 
O.ff1culty Level Moderate 

•5 THIE COUNT - It beg,ns when you awake ,n a large brass bed ,n a 
castle somewhere ,n Transylvan,a Who are you. what are you do,ng here 
and WHY did lhe postman deliver a bottle of blood' D,ff,culty Lever 
Moderate 

.,. STRANGE ODYSSEY - "' the galaxy s r,m_ there are rewards 
aplenty to be harvested from a long-dead alien c,v,hzatoon ,nctud,ng fabu• 
lous treasures and advanced 1echno1og,es far beyond human ken• Prepare 
yourself for rl'le ,ncred1t>1e 1 D,ff,cuny Le;,el Moderate 

#7 THE MYSTERY FUN HOUSE - "s "dvenrure •7 beg,ns. you fond 

ADVENTURE HINT BOOK 

yourself l"IOperessty 1os1 ,n ll'le middle of a carn•vat tun house Wh,te es• 
cape may elude you. one thing ,s very clear - you re NOT here to have a 
good lime• D1tlicully Levet Moder ate 

#I PYRAMID OF DOOM - This ,s an Adventure that will transport you 10 
a dangerous land ot crumbling ruins and trackless desert wastes into the 
PYRAMID OF 000M 1 Jewels. gold - 11 s all here for the plundering - IF 
you can lind the way D,ff,cutty Level Moderate 

"' GHOST TOWN - You must exptore a once-thriving m,ning town ,n 
search ot the t 3 hidden treasures With everything trom raltlesnakes to 
runaway horses. ,1 sure a,n-1 go,ng to be easy• Includes a spec,al bOnus 
scor,ng system 100 1 D,fhculty Level "dvanced 

•10 SAVAGE ISLAND PART I - A small ,stand holds an awesome 
secret - w,11 you be able to discover,,, Th,s ,s the beg,nn,ng of a tw•part 
Adventure (The story cont,nues ,n SAV"GE ISL"NO P"RT 2. 
ADVENTURE • t 1 ) NOTE This one s a tough,e - tor experienced Ad· 
venturers only' D,tt,cutty Level "dvanced 

•11 SAVAGE ISLAND PART II - The suspense begun ,n Adventure •tO 
now comes to an ,ncred,ble conctus,on with SAV"GE ISL"ND P"RT 111 

Th,s Adventure requires you to have successfully t,noshed •10. where,n 
you were given the secret password to beg,n th,s f,nal hail NOTE For 
exper,enced Adventurers only' D,tt,cufly Level "Clvanced 

• 12 GOLDEN VOYAGE - The king hes near death ,n the royal palace 
You have only three days 10 br,ng back the elmr needed to re1uvenate 
h,m Journey through the lands ot mag,c tounta,ns. sacred temptes. stormy 
seas and gotd. gold. GOLD' Th,s one ,s for e•penenced "d11enturers only' 
D,ff,culty Level Advanced 

Our hint book provides clues and solutions to help you out or those sticky spots you have gotten into. while sllll enabling you to solve the 
Adventure yourself So 1f you can t seem to get out of the bog. or locate the Pharoah·s heart. then you ve come to the right place for help. This 

ed1t1on includes hints for all SCOTT ADAMS Adventures 1 . 12 There 1s also a special section on the making of Adventure Maps. For those that 
1ust want answers. tt:,ere 1s a solullon section. too. But don·, worry All clues and solutions are specially encoded so that the only time you can 
get a clue or answttr 1s when you want one 

Buy now and SA VE 
Hint Book . .  . . .  S7 .95 
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ALL 12 ADVENTURE PROGRAMS 

PLUS 1 NEW BONUS ADVENTURE 

ONLY $49.95 
ON CASSETTE OR DISKS 

Never Before Pricing! 

er1es 
Home Computer ... by SCOTT ADAMS 

j' 9: I .. •
._ 

•,,. � • :•' a •• "''" • ...._ 

HOME COMPUTER 

ADVENTUM 

- --

SOLID 5:ATE CAWR(X,E & CASSE,,E 

EXTRA VALUE BONUS 
WITH EACH ADVENTURE SERIES ORDER ON CASSETTE OR DISK. 

TEX-COMP IS INCLUDING THE LATEST ADVENTURE FROM 

EUROPE . . .  "KNIGHT IRON HEART" . . .  WI-I/CH SELLS FOR $9. 95 

IN THE BIG TEX-COMP CATALOG . . .  (REQUIRES MODULE) 

Tl ADVENTURE COMMAND MODULE 

This module is required to use the games advertised on this page. If you do 

not already have it. it may be purchased from TEX-COMP for only $6.95. 

Adventure Module PHM3041 ................................ S6. 95 

RETURN TO PIRATE'S ISLAND 

The sequel to Pirates Adventure is now available from TEX-COMP on a self 

contained module with graphics! 

PHM3189 ................................................. S11.95 

2995 add 3 CO Shopping 
ano '1ano1tng • 

·� ADVENTURE· ,/' '!h- '71-tMI 414 E D I T O A 
·� NOW WRITE AND EDIT YOUR OWN GAMES 

FOR THE Tl ADVENTURE MODULE! 
TEX-COMP 11 proud to announce the 9914A Adventure Editor-an all new program which allows you to write your own adventure pro

gram1-Scott Adams move over! This disk or cassette based program allows: 
1. Any exletlng adventure for the 'Adventure' command module lo be edited, altered, listed, and copied fro'Tl any storage medium to any other 

1torage medium (I.e., tape to disk or vice versa). 
2. New adventure gamH can be created fraely, uelng • 'template' game as a start-up step. These games can be conceived using the full power and 

capabtlltlea of Iha Tl ·Adventure' command module: 
The program ta written for 'Mlnl-Memt>ry' or 'Editor-Assembler' command modules (cassette or disk) and offers a full screen editor and a 1peclal 

Nly-to-uN, mnemonic language called A.P.L (Adventure Programming Language). and comes with• complete and detailed 7�page manual. 
TEX-COMP ta also or.ganlzlng a new Tl Adventuring UNB Group which wlll allow low-<:ost exchange of user-written adventures between memberl 

Specify Mini-Memory (Cassette) or Editor Assembler (Disk) Versions 

VISA and MASTERCARD 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

SEND OAOER ANO MAKE CHECKS PA'fA■l.E TO 
Taa.slnstrumcnts 

(818) 366-6631

24 Hour Order Line 

TERMS: All prlcea F.0.8. Loa Angelea. For faeta1t service uae 
cashl•• chect. or money order. Add 3•1. ahtpplng and handling 
($3.00 ,,,rumum). Eaat of MiHIHlppi 4V,•t.. (Free shipping on all 
software orders over $100.00). Prices and avallabllity 1ubjec1 to 
change without notice We reserve the right to limit quantttlH. 

TEX,.Jf COMP, • 
PO 801: llOU - GRANADA HILLS. CA 1134' 

AUTHOAIZEO Of.ALEA 

NOTE: Peyment ,n lull musr eccompeny ell orders Cred,t-Cerd, 

Compeny Chee� or Money Orae, lor ,mmed••t• ah,pment P9rsor,e/ 

checas requ,re up to 4 wHIIS ro cleer Cellforn,e order, edd 81"1'11. sales 

, .. 

SPECIFY DISK OR CASSETTE VERSION 
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Lubbock gets its own BBS 

By LAURA BURNS 
Lubbock, Texas, the birthplace of the TI99/4A, now has its own TI 

bulletin board. 
The board is the Panhandler BBS, at (806) 792-5831. 
The board is run on the TI-SUB system, programmed by Erik Olson of 

Lubbock. SUB stands for Secret Underground Bulletin Board. 
"We wanted Lubbock, Texas to have a TI bulletin board," the 14-year

old Olson explains. "There is a big TI plant here, and it seems like everyone 
is beating up on TI.'' 

Specifically, he says, the Apple and Commodore bulletin boards in Lub-
bock are the ones. 

"The Apple board treats us like dirt,'" he says. 
So this was the main motivation for Olson, whose father works for TI. 
The board is 24 hours (but is sometimes down for repairs, etc.) and runs 

in 300 baud. Plans for 1200 baud are in the works, according to Matt 
Storm, sysop·for the board. Storm, also 14, and Olson are classmates who 
will enter the ninth grade this fall at the J.P. Hutchinson Junior High 
School in Lubbock, where they take accelerated math and science courses. 

"A lot of the program is in machine language, so it's really fast," Olson 
says. "We've redefined a whole bunch of control keys for the sysop." 

Included, he says, is a key to hang callers up. 
"That comes in handy," he comments. 
Text files are the only files currently on the board, he says. He notes that, 

through the message base, the sysop can set up from one to 18 message 
levels and can change access levels for the first 10 (for instance, giving a 
Read Only access level). 

The board gives a caller half an hour at a time before it hangs up on him. 
However, Olson notes that the real-time clock which is built in doesn't run 
when a user is accessing the disk so it "gets off quite a bit." 

The board is operating from a Hayes Smartmodem 300. Olson and 
Storm are awaiting a new modem and repair of a second disk drive by TI to 
upgrade the board. 

He says that individuals who call the board will be kept posted on when 
and how to obtain the software to run a TI-SUB board of their own, which 
he anticipates making available to persons who send him a disk and $3. 

COmpany seeks input from users 
The SVC Computer Company is seeking input from TI99/4A users as to what 

products they would like to see come out for the TI. 
Jeff Meyer, president of the company, said that users will receive a free catalog 

on request if they include their name and address. 
For further information, contact the SVC Computer Company, P.O. Box 817, 

Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Comp-u-ware phone woes over 
Phone problems for several weeks. in July may have kept customers from being 

able to call in orders to Comp-U-Ware of Lubbock. 
However, Brent Butler of Comp-U-Ware says these problems have been cor

rected, and that he wants customers to know that the company is still in business 
and may be phoned at (806) 792-6184. 

TECHIE-

(Continued from Page 31) 

Monty: Yes! With the TE2 
transfers. But they must be willing to 
do it free and put the method in the 
public domain. 

Mike: Has any hardware incom
patibility surfaced yet? 

Monty: Not yet. Possibly with a 
non-TI RS232 card. 

Mike: Describe yourself. 
Monty: Well, I'm 21 and have been 

programming the TI since I was 17. 
I'm an electrical engineering student at 
the University of Wisconsin at 
Madison. I spend a LOT of time on 
the TI and with others working out 
problems they have. I'm on the Com
puserve TI Forum a lot. And I'd love 
to do beta testing for any TI hardware 
or software. I try to fit studies and a 
social life in also! 

Mike: Any other thoughts? 
Monty: Well, I'd like to have more 

time available. I also have no plans of 
marketing stuff, only releasing it as 
freeware. Everyone knows how well 
off we college students are! Seriously, 
I will accept a donation if you like and 
can afford it, but I emphasize that my 
stuff is freeware. Watch for my new 
releases! One other thing. My own 
BBS is presently down because of 
modifications I am trying out. 
, Mike: Thanks, Monty. I for one 
will be watching for your new 
freeware. 

Monty: Thank you! 

Monty Schmidt may be written to at 
525 Wingra St., Madison WI 53714 
(after Aug. 15). 

Techie BBS's told 

Mike Christianson, Pekin, IL (309) 
353-9161, 24-hour, seven days a week
Robert Brown, Cranston, RI (401)
785-0697, 10 p.m.-6 a.m. EST (DS-DD
version)
Jim Reiss, Old Bridge, NJ (201)
679-0549, 9 p.m.-3 p.m. EST (single
drive version)
Dale Creekmur, Urbana, IL (217)
384-8173, 24-hour
Jim Lewis, Champaign, IL (217)
356-3431, 24-hour
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TOOLBOX 
SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL 

ASSEMBLY TUTOR: A step-by-step guide in learning machine 
language on your Tl ................................... $14.50 

10 EXAMPLES: Ten well-documented examples in assembry 
language. Examples include DSR, BIT MAP, SPRITES, and MORE. 
Source and object code on disk .......................... $19.00 

PROGRAM WRITER: Now you can write BASIC programs with your 
word processor and then make them run. Works great for editing 
programs. And for those of you who "down load" programs, you no 
longer have to type the programs in by hand! Comes with an EDITOR 
program. This program requires Extended BASIC and Disk Sys-
tem ................................................. $18.00 

DISASSEMBLER: This program is written in assembly l·anguage so 
you can "unassemble" machine code with great speed. You may 
send the output to disk, printer, screen or any combination .. $1-4.50 

GAME: Caterpillar is a game that runs in BASIC or Mini-Memory 
machine langage. It's a fast-action maze game for hours of 
fun .................................................. $12.50 

We have sold hundreds of these products at their retail price. NOW for a limited time you may pur

chase ALL of the above products for ONLY: 

$42.50 
We will also send with your order, the Unprotectlon "poke" so you can unprotect Extended BASIC 
programs I I I

Send check or money order to: 

The Softies Inc. 
P.O. Box 26484 

Minneapolis, MN 55426 

Minnesota orders add 6% sales tax. Postage Is $2.50. COD orders add $4.50 
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0DB 
lrinity systems 

Farnily Software 

Developers 

USA STATES � CAPITALS 

NEW TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 

FUN AND EDUCATIONAL 

HI-RES GRAPHIC OF USA 

1 OR 2 PLAYERS /TEAMS 

INSTRUCTION SCREEN 

TUTOR MODE INCLUDED 

50 STATES � CAPITALS 

50 STATE NICKNAMES 

RUNS IN TI BASIC 

NO EXTRA MEMORY REQD. 

SOUND � MULTI COLORS 

NOT COPY PROTECTED 

ON CASSETTE FOR $12 

SEND $12 CHECK OR 

MONEY ORDER TO: 

TRINITY SYSTEMS 

DEPT. ·TI USA GAME 

1022 GRANDVIEW AVENUE 

PITTSBURGH, PA 15237 

name 

address 

city 

state/zip 

BBS list being prepared 
A California TI99/4A user is at

tempting to compile the definitive list 
of TI bulletin boards for the English
speaking world. 

Mike Salmen says he is trying to 
compile a comprehensive list including 
every BBS in English-speaking coun
tries that supports the TI, whether TI 
exclusively or in conjuction with other 
makes of computer. 

Contributors to the list will be in
formed when the ''master list is ready, 
he says. 

He began the project, he says, 
because he has "just gotten obsessed 
with bulletin boards. He says that he 
has also noticed that boards which 
have other boards listed often have in
accuracies-' 'maybe somebody mak
ing a mistake in typing" -and that 
many boards are not known about 
other than locally. 

He says he will "probably ask a cou
ple of bucks to help pay my phone 
bills'' from persons receiving the lis�ing 
from him. 

"I'm going to wind up calling 
Australia," Salmen says. 

He was anticipating having his first 
listing complete by the end of August, 

D2 Programs offers 
DOS 1.0 for sale 

D2 Programs of Cedar Park, Texas, 
has released its DOS Version 1.0. Ac
cording to company president, Darren 
Davis, the program is a disk-based 
manager program that includes such 
functions as disk cataloging, disk in
itialization, disk testing, and renaming 
files and disks. It also includes a disk 
block editor. 

The program functions are accessed 
through Function and Control keys. 
The program requires a disk system, 
expansion memory and Extended 
BASIC or Editor/ Assembler. The 
company is working on a routine that 
allows the user to initialize the 
p-System from DOS. Cost of the pro
gram was not available at presstime.
For more information, contact the
company at P.O. Box 1782, Cedar
Park, TX 78613.

and says that he anticipates updating 
the list every 30 days, but that 
''depends on how often I have to 
change it. 

Salmen says he is leaving messages 
on bulletin boards and contacting user 
groups in an attempt to get the most 
comprehensive list possible. Persons 
wishing to provide or receive informa
tion regarding the list may write 
Salmen at 512 Rosemont Street, La 
Jolla, CA 92037 or leave a message on 
the BBS of the Southern California 
Computer Group, (619) 282-3525. 

Reviewed in MICROpendium 

1984 

February: B-1 Nuclear Bomber, Tandon 

TM-lOO Disk Drive, Void, Beanstalk Adventure,

Microsurgeon, On Gaming, Database 500 

March: Star Trek, Escape From Balthazar, 

Garkon's Getaway, Sky Diver, Mail-Call, Pro

writer 8510 Printer 

April: Monthly Budget$ Master' Budget Master, 

Home Budget, Thief, Donkey Kong, Khe Sanh 

May: Companion Word Processor, Q•Bert,

Mad-Dog I & II, Programs for the TI Home

Computer 
June: Creative Expressions Accounts 
Receivable/ Accounts Payable, CDC 9409 Disk 
Drive, Starship Concord, Lost Treasure of the 
Aztec, ASW Tactics II 
July: Theon Raiders, Introduction to Assembly 
Language for the TI Home Computer, Game of 
Wit, Pole Position 
August: TE-1200, Tower, Galactic Battle, 
Galaxy 

September: Wycove Forth, 99/4 Auto Spell
Check, QUICK-COPYer, Wizard's Dominion, 

Anchor Automation Mk XII Modem 
October: Killer Caterpillar, ZORK I, Defender 

November:  9900 Disk Contr o l l e r  

Card/Manager, Super B·ugger, Transtar 120S 

printer, Floppy-Copy, Data Base-X 
December: Gravity Master, Data Base Manager 
System, Learning 99/4A Assembly Language 

Programming 
1985 

January: Super Sketch, Foundation Computing 

128K Card, PTERM-99, TI-Runner 

February: Super Extended BASIC, Beginning 
Assembly Language For the TI, ZORK II 
March: Morning Star Software CP/M Card, 
WDS/100 Winchester Disk Drive, Sketch Mate, 

BMC Color Monitor 
April: 9900 Micro Expansion System, 
Disk+ Aid, Gemini 10X-15X 
May: Character Sets and Graphics Design, Draw 
'N Plot 
June: GRAPHX, DAT A BASE I 
July: Acorn 99, Advanced Diagnostics 
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Model Dow-4 Gazelle 

Simulator for flying high with Tl 
By JOHN KOLOEN 

The Model Dow-4 Gazelle has been 

around some three years and remains 

as one of only flight simulator pro

grams available for the Tl. The other is 

Winging It by Not-Polyoptics. Both of 

these programs run out of console 

BASIC. 
The Model Dow-4 is an entertaining 

and challenging simulation for adults 

and teens. It is far too complex for 

children. 

To be perfectly honest, I did not ex

pect a great deal from the program, 

considering it is programmed to run 

with no more than a TI console, and 

am surprised by how well it maintained 

my interest. 

This is not to say that the program is 

as good as it can get. I am even more 

surprised that Mr. Dow hasn't written 

an Extended BASIC, disk-based ver

sion that takes better advantage of 

what the TI has to offer. I will have 

more to say about this later. 

Performance: The Dow-4 Gazelle is 

a four-place, single-engine airplane. 

The craft has a maximum speed of 200 

miles per hour, a service ceiling of 

16,400 feet and a panel of 15 in

struments that report everything from 

airspeed to the position of the flaps. 

Each is updated about once every se

cond, providing an array of constantly 

changing displays. 

Input is based on the joystick and 

the keyboard. The joystick serves as 

the yoke and gives the user an easy-to

grasp feel for how the plane behaves. 

Keyboard input is used to control the 

throttle, fuel tanks, flaps, instrument 

navigation, pitch, joystick pitch effec

tiveness and automatic wing leveling. 

There is also a stall warning indicator 

and a pause key, both of which come in 

very handy. 

Modes of operation include: Take 

Off, In Flight, Landing, Short Field 

Landing and ILS (Instrument Landing 

System) approach. While selecting the 

mode, the user also determines the ex-

Report Card 

Performance .................. A 
Ease of Use .................... B 
Documentation ................ B + 
Value ......................... B+ 
Final Grade .................... B + 

Cost: $29.95 (cassette) 
Manufacturer: John T. Dow, 6560 
Rosemoor, Pittsburgh, PA 15217 

Requirements: Console, monitor or 
television, cassette recorder and cable, 
joysticks 

tent of wind and turbulence to be en

countered. 

The Take Off mode is self

explanatory while the In Flight mode 

allows the user to specify the starting 

velocity, the starting altitude and the 

ground level. The Landing mode places 

the user in the landing pattern at an 

altitude of 1,000 feet and a velocity of 

130 mph. The Short Field Landing is 

similar to the Landing mode except 

that the field is shorter and there is a 

400-foot high ridge one-half mile east

of the runway. (Not being able to see

the ridge increases the difficulty of this

maneuver. The ILS Approach is ex

ceedingly difficult and requires a great

deal of attention to detail to be suc

cessful at it.

I found the instruments and controls 

to perform in a realistic manner. 

Everything works in synchronicity. 

The pitch, position of the yoke, 

amount of power, position of the flaps 

all contribute to the realism of the 

simulation. 

The instrument panel itself is 

realistic, though some instruments are 

difficult to read, most of which is due 

to the fact that the instruments 

themselves are relatively small, allow

ing considerable amount of space bet

ween each. The instruments could easi

ly have been made larger, and thus 

easier to read. 

Although there is only one airport, 

with landings made from approaches 

at 90 or 270 degrees, I found the act of 

(Please turn to Page 41) 
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Tl-Artist 

Package for high-tech Picassos 
By MACK McCORMICK 

This program provides full features 

for drawing in the bit map mode using 

the TI99/4A. 

Performance: TI-Artist has to be 

the best all round graphics program on 

the market. Even though GRAPHX, 

Master Painter 99, Draw A Bit, Draw 

and Plot and Super Sketch each off er 

certain unique features, TI-Artist of

fers the best features in a single 

package. 

It is an extremely easy program to 

use and is completely menu driven 

from a picture title screen. Simply 

move your cursor to the picture of the 

desired action or press the correspon

ding letter on the keyboard and, 

presto! You are in that mode. Some 

of the unique features are continuous 

lines from point to point, rays, fills 

with user-selected patterns, frame, 

box, circle, disc, perfectly horizontal 

or vertical lines, alphanumeric letter

ing in 81 possible sizes determined by 

the user, multiple brush sizes/styles 

and optional density, magnification 

and line spacing printouts on EPSON

compatible (i.e., most), Okidata or 

Seikosha GP-100 printers. You can 

store or load from disk, zoom the pic

ture size 4X for detailed drawing, mir

ror your drawing in four quadrants, in

put your drawings using the keyboard, 

joystick, Super Sketch, trackball or a 

mouse and index pictures previously 

saved on a disk. One option which I 

particularly like is the ability to load 

drawings previously drawn with Draw 

A Bit, Draw A Bit II and Draw and 

Plot and convert them to drawings 

which may be used with TI-Artist. 

I feel that several features which 

could be easily added would enhance 

the program. First, on printing out the 

pictures, the user should be able to 

redefine his printer specifications per

manently instead of entering them each 

time, abort the printout and define 

shades of print densities corresponding 

to screen colors. Second, a provision 

Review 
Report Card 
Performance ..................... B 
Ease of Use ...................... A 

Documentation .................. A 

Value ........................... A 

Final Grade ..................... A 

Cost: $19.95 on floppy disk. 
Manufacturer: INSCEBOT INC. 

Software, P .0. Box 260, Arnold, MD 
21012 

Requirements: Console, monitor or 
TV, disk system, expansion memory 
and one of the following: Extended 

B ASIC,  Mini-Memory,  
Editor/ Assembler, TI-Writer, Cor
Comp or Myarc disk controller card (in 
short, an assembly object code loader); 
joystick, Super Sketch, mouse and 
track ball all optional. 

for pre-drawn ICONS for the inclusion 

in drawings would have been nice. 

Ease of Use: From the moment I 

loaded the program I was able to begin 

drawing with minimal reference to the 

instructions. Even the inexperienced 

user should be able to master all facets 

of the program quickly. This program 

is also well-suited for children as an in

troduction to drawing on the com

puter. I found a small administrative 

procedure when you first run the pro

gram very interesting. You are asked 

for your name which is permanently 

placed on the disk. From then on each 

time you load the program you must 

enter your name as a protection against 

piracy. 

Documentation: The documents are 

contained on the disk in files which 

may be printed out. Minimal 

documentation is required to use the 

program but the author (Chris Faher

ty) covers all aspects in sufficient 

detail. For the advanced programmer 

he provides the information required 

to interface an input device (for exam

ple a sketch pad) which is not standard 

in the program. He also describes how 

to use TI-Artist with Super Sketch or a 

mouse. Several example drawings pro

vided are very educational. For exam-

(Please turn to Page 41) 
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PC Keys 

Functions at a single stroke 
By RON ALBRIGHT 

How many times have you thought 
to yourself " ... if only I had a nickel for 
every  t ime I have  typed in 
'SAVE.DSKl.MYFILE' or  'LIST 
PIO' I'd be rich!" 

And it's true. The repetition of the 
same keystrokes over and over is the 
tedium of programming. Also, having 
to re-boot a disk cataloger to see what 
is on a disk or a screen dump to check a 
graphics pattern can be cumbersome. 
It has been a cross programmers have 
had to bear. Until now. 

Originally appearing at the Chicago 
11 FAIRE of last year as PF KEYS 
(and selling for $15), PC KEYS has 
been renamed more appropriately and 
refined by Jim Kryzak. PC KEYS 
(''programable control keys'') is an AL 
program loaded through X B  and 
allows several special "CALL KEYS" 
to reside in LOW memory (thus not us
ing any memory space available to X B  
programs) and called up by an inter
rupt routine. Once loaded, the active 
keys are as follows: 
CTRL 1-"RUN" 
CTRL 2-"LIST" 
CTRL 3-·"NUMBER" 
CTRL 4-"RESEQUENCE" 
CTRL '5-"RUN DSKl.LOAD" 
CTRL 6-"OLD" 
CTRL 7-"SAVE DSKl." 
CTRL 8-"CALL LINK("ON")" 
(TURNS ON KEY-SCAN FOR CAT 
AND SCREEN DUMP) 
CTRL 9-LIST "PIO" 

Once loaded, PCKEYS allows the 
user to use a single key-stroke to in
itiate any of the above functions. For 
example, if you have programmed a 
segment of code and are ready to save 
to disk, hit CTRL 7 and SA VE DSKl. 
will appear with the cursor positioned 
after the period. Type in the program 
name and hit enter and out to disk your 
program goes. Then, you might want 
to run your program. Instead of typing 
"RUN", hit CTRL 1. RUN will ap
pear and hitting ENTER will initiate 

Report Card 

Performance .................. A 
Ease of use ..................... A 
Documentation ................ B + 
Value.· ........................ B 
Final Grade ..................... A-

Cost: $22.50 
Manufacturer: TECHNI-GRAPHICS, 
443 Perrie Drive #302, Elk Grove 
Village, II. 60007 
Requirements: Console, monitor or 
television, memory expansion, Extend
ed BASIC, Disk System, Printer op
tional. 

the command. Want to RESequence? 
Hit CTRL 4, then ENTER and you've 
started. LIST and all the other com
mands work the same. 

The program also loads a resident 
SCREEN DUMP program and a resi
dent DISK CATALOG routine. To be 
able to call these up, you must type 
CALL LINK("SETPRT" ,DEV$) to 
set your specific printer description. 
For example, one would type CALL 
L I N K ('' S E T P R T ' ' ,  
"RS232.BA = 4800.DA = 8") for my 
printer (if your printer is PIO, you 
need not use this routine). Then, either 
type CALL LINK("ON") or use 
CTRL 8 to turn on the KSCAN routine 
(not always in use as it slows keyboard 
response for program entry), and then 
hit CTRL O for the SCREEN DUMP 
or CTRL = for the CATALOG. You 
can then type CALL LINK("OFF") to 
turn off the KSCAN. NOTE: The 
screen dump and catalog routines are 
TRUE softwar� interrupts! This means 
that you do not have to put a new line 
of code in a graphics program LINK
ing the dump. Just run your program 
and, when you want the - screen 

dumped, hit CTRL 0. The program ex
ecution will be interrupted (NOT 
BROKEN!), the screen will · be 
dumped, and then, PROGRAM EX
ECUTION WILL RESUME, right 
where you interrupted it! 

I did it with two music ·programs. It 
- was neat to hear execution stop on a

note, the note being held while the 
screen is dumped, and then the music 
resume without missing a note! I have 
never seen this software interrupt func
tion in any other commerical program. 
The catalog routine function in exactly 
the same way-hit CTRL = , catalog 
to screen or printer, and then the pro
gram will resume, exactly where you 
interrupted it. An incredible function! 

You are not restricted to the above 
pre-set commands. You are able to 
"re-program" any or all of the CTRL 
number keys to ANY 140 character 
command. To do this, you follow this 
procedure: 

[1] Unless you want to run the com
mand immediately, precede it with· a 
"!" ... for example, in the immediate 
mode,  type ! RUN 
"DSKl .MYPROGRAM". 

[2] Hit ENTER
[3] Press FCTN 0-you will then

enter the SA VE utility and see the 
message "SA VE AS PC #(1-9), 
0-EXIT:''

[4] Enter a number from 1 to 9. The
Iiew command has replaced the old 
command and can be tested by hitting 
CTRL X (where X is the number given 
for the new command). RUN 
''DSKl.MYPROGRAM'' should pop 
up. It is conceivable to program rather 
complex commands this way. You are 
restricted only to the 140 character 
limit. 

PC KEYS also provides for several 
other useful commands available in the 
immediate mode. CALL LINK("COL
OR" ,F,B) - allows you to change the 
screen and character colors in run-

(Please turn to Page 41) 
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Not-Polyoptics Bankroll 

A game for Monopoly fans 
By JOHN KOLOEN 

Not-Polyoptics Bankroll, subtitled 
The Investment Game, is an interesting 
diversion for two to four players who 
would like to play the stock market but 
lack the funds to do so. (It is not 
sophisticated enough to be a learning 
tool for those who invest in securities.) 

Bankroll, written by Arthur P. 
Jacoby, was first distributed in 1982 
under Not-Polyoptic's author co-op 
program. 

Performance: Bankroll uses up most 
of the available memory in a TI99/4A 
console and lacks sophisticated graphic 
or sound effects. In fact, sound is not 
used at all, which is unfortunate. Ex
cept for a rather spare introductory 
screen, no use of graphics is made, 
though none is required since this is a 
strategy not an arcade game. 

The object of the game is to make as 
much money in the stock market as 
you can. After the number of players 
(1-4) is entered, each player enters his 
name. Then the program prompts for 
the amount of money it will take to 
declare a winner. The amount may be 
anything up to $999,999 (sorry, you 
cannot become a millionaire ). 

The entry screen is the same for each 
player, except that the screen is a dif
ferent color for each player. Each 
player's name also appears when it is 
his turn. Each round consists of each 
player buying and selling securities. At 
the end of each round, a tally screen 
appears listing the results of the 
"year's" trading (a round is equal to 
one year ) for each player. The next 
round then begins when �Y key is 
pressed. 

The data entry screen provides a 
listing of the 10 investments, the cur
rent price and the previous price. The 
screen also displays the dividend value 
and the tax shelter value of each invest
ment. Also displayed on the screen are 
the current interest rate for funds that 
are not invested, total assets of the 
player. the amount of capital gain that 

Review 
Report Card 

Performance .................. A 
Ease of Use .................... B 
Documentation ................ B 
Value ......................... B+ 
Final Grade .................... B + 

Cost: $18 (cassette) 
Manufacturer: Not-Polyoptics, 13721 
Lynn St., Woodbridge, VA 22191 
Requirements: Console, monitor or 
television, Extended BASIC and 
cassette recorder and cable or disk 
system 

goes to taxes when investments are 
sold, the amount of income tax that 
will be taken, the amount of cash on 
hand and the brokerage commission, 
which is equal to one percent or more 
of the price of any buy or sell order. 

A typical round would involve each 
player buying and selling any number 
of investments. To buy, a player first 

presses the "B" key. (The "S" key is 
used to sell securities.) Then he presses 
the first initial of the investment he 
wants to buy. Then he enters the 
number of units he wants to buy. The 
minumum number of units that can be 
bought or sold is 10. The player can 
purchase as many units as he wants, up 
to 1,000 at a time. The player may 
alternate buying or selling and may 
make as many investment decisions as 
he wants during his turn. When he has 
finished, he presses the space bar and 
another player makes his investments. 
When all players have finished the 
round, the program displays the an
nual tally screen. The following infor
mation is displayed for each player: 
capital gains, interest income, 
dividends, tax shelter value, untaxable 
gains, taxable income, amount of tax, 
cash on hand and total value of assets. 

To make the game more than just a 
head-to-head competition between 
players, the game provides a link to 
real world conditions that affect in
vestments. Through the appearance of 
"headlines," players must factor into 

(Please turn to Page 41 



DOW-4 GAZELLE-. 

(Continued from Page 37) 
flying and landing the Dow-4 Gazelle 
to remain a challenge. Timing is 
everything in this simulation and it is 
easy to over- or underestimate ap
proach velocity and angle of descent. 

Sound effects play an important part 
in the simulation. The sound of the 
engine is well done� changing based on 
the based of RPM. Sound is much 
more effectively used in the Dow-4 
Gazelle than in Flight Simulator II. 

My only criticism has to do with the 
feeling on my part that this simulation 
has not been carried as far as it could 
have been, particularly in view of the 
fact that it has been marketed since 
1982. A disk-based, Extended BASIC 
version, using expansion memory, 
could add new dimensions in the per
formance of the simulation. The addi
tion of overlays on disk that can be 
read into the computer as needed could 
create the ability to fly from one air
port to another. It isn't necessary to be 
able to see out of the cockpit ala Flight 
Simulator II (even with FSII the user is 
primarily watching instruments). But it 
would add to the realism of the simula
tion to be able to fly from point to 
point without running out of fuel and 
to land at a variety of airports each of 
which has its own characteristics and 
challenges. 

Ease of Use: It takes a while to 
master this program. Each flight is dif
ferent, and the addition of turbulence 
and strong winds can make even the 
most routine flight a challenge. It took 
me several hours to be able to suc
cessfully land, but once I did I felt I 
had acr_;omplished something. Follow
ing unsucessful landings the user is 
treated to the sound of a siren that is 
followed with a display that notes the 
wind direction and speed, rate of des
cent, cloud ceiling, G force, speed, 
altitude above sea level and the 
heading. This information is also 
displayed following a successful lan
ding but without the siren. Also, the 
simulation reports the causes of any 
crashes, ranging from missing the run-

way to losing the plane's wings as the 
result of pulling excessive Gs. 

Documentation: The Dow-4 Gazelle 
comes with a 38-page manual. It in
cludes a table of contents and glossary 
and background information about 
flying. There are also several drawings, 
depicting the instrument panel with ex
planations of each instrument and two 
examples of approaches to an airport 
with hints about how to land suc
cessfully. 

Value: This program is well done as 
far as it goes, but the fact that it is done 
in console BASIC and is available only 
on cassette limits its potential in the 
mature TI marketplace. The use of 
sprite graphics could do a great deal to 
enhance the readability and ap
pearance of the control panel. The use 
of memory expansion would have 
allowed a fuller development of the 
simulation. The reliance on instrumen
tat ion i s  not  a ha.nd icap. 

Overall, this program remains a 
challenge, and is worth the price. I only 
wish that there was a Dow-4 Gazelle II 
available that really takes advantage of 
the TI (in Extended BASIC .with 32K). 

Tl ARTIST-

(Continued from Page 38) 

pie, there are drawings showing the 
wiring diagram for a Centronics PIO 
cable and attaching a mouse to your 
Super Sketch for use with TI-Artist. 

Value: TI-Artist at $19.95 has to be 
the best buy on the market. When one 
considers the effort required to write 
this tremendous program plus the cost 
of materials, postage and handling, it 
would be impossible to find a better 
deal. 

TI-Artist certainly deserves the top 
grade. I found the program a joy to 
use and I am certain it will not become 
another useless program sitting on the 
shelf. I assure you this will be one of 
the best buys you '11 find all year. 

PC KEYS-

(Continued from Page 39) 
command mode. F = foreground color, 
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B = background co lor .  CALL 
LINK("NORMAL")-returns to nor
mal black on cyan colors. CALL 
LINK("SPEED" ,S)-changes number 
of keyboards interrupts per second. S 
can= 1 to 60. The default is 7; 1 is 
fastest, 60 is slowest. 

Criticisms: If you REALLY want to 
get picky, you could ask for a more 
flexible screen dump (PCKEYS has on
ly single size/single-density dumps to 
the left border), but that is about all I 
could think of complaining about. 

Documentation: The documenta
tion provided with the program con
sists of a 4-page printout which, 
though sparse, completely outlines the 
commands clearly and completely. 

Summary: I think the PC KEYS is 
an excellent set of routines for any XB 
programmer who spends a lot of time 
encoding. Not having to re-type the 
same commands over and over Oike the 
ad says!), is of value to anyone work
ing onlong XB programs. The resident 
screen dump and catalog themselves 
are almost worth the cost of the pro
gram. It is well done, functional and 
performs as advertiseq. 

Value: I feel (though I am cheap!) 
that $22.50 may be a bit steep for pric
ing ... perhaps $15-17.50 would have 
been more realistic (after all, PC KEYS 
costs  me>re than M G's 
DIAGNOSTICS!). I like the program 
and have made a keyboard overlay to 
help me remember the commands. I 
think if you do program A LOT, PC 
KEYS may be a good investment, 
depending on how fast you type! 

BANKROLL-

(Continued from Page 40) 

their investment decisions such occur
rences as war, assassinations, etc. 
These headlines appear randomly, and 
not at every round,. Players may in
crease the frequency the headlines ap
pear by pressing the "M" key or 
decrease the frequency by pressing the 
"F" key. This feature adds a dimen
sion to the game that enhances the 
competition going on between players. 
It introduces a measure of randomness 

(Please turn to Page 47) 
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Newsb4tes 

T&C offers games 
T&C Actionware is offering two 

games for TI-compatible computers, 
Minefield and Kangaroy. 

In Minefield by Ted Peterson, 
players maneuver tanks through mazes 
of mines, watching for Supermines and 
Mineblocks, as they pick up scattered 
bonuses while trying to reach safety 
before time runs out. 

In Kangaroy, a multiple-screen 
arcade-style game by Chris Bader, 
players guide Kangaroy the Kangaroo 
through a treacherous factory made of 
10 different graphics-filled screens, 
traversing conveyor belts, ladders, 
platforms and water-filled pits while 
jumping for bonus fruits in search of 
the exit, where a graphics award 
awaits. 

Minefield, written in TI-BASIC, is 
also compatible in Extended BASIC. 
Kangaroy comes as three separate 16K 
programs in which passwords enable 
the player to progress to the successive 
programs. The four programs together 
sell for only $14.95. 

According to Peterson, who is vice 
president of T&C Actionware, the 
company plans to announce several 
other games in the fall, including a 48K; 
one-program version of Kangaroy, 
Crabber, Isle of Riches, Jingles and 
Big Top. The company plans to· an
nounce several utilities as well, he says. 

For further information, contact 
T&C Actionware, 2434 S.W. 170 
S�reet, Seattle, WA 98166 or (206) 
249-2434.

Winchesters to order 
Model Masters of California will 

build Winchester hard disk systems to 
order for customers. 

Bill Moseid of Model Masters says 
that a five-megabyte system is available 
for $795 and a IO-megabyte system for 
$995. 

The system includes the Myarc Per
sonality Card, Western Digital· Con
troller Card, case, cabling and power 
supply, he says. Included are the new 
Winchester utilities, he says. Extended 

BASIC is required to use the Myarc 
utilities, he notes. 

He says that Model Masters has
" eliminated a few bugs" and that, ex
cept for the load directory which takes 
a little longer, response time is about 
two seconds for most functions. 

The system is formatted, with DSKl 
set up on it with utilities, Moseid says. 

According to a column by Edgar 
Dohmann in the newsletter of the 
Johnson Space Center Users Group of 
League City, Texas, Model Masters 
does not keep any complete units in 
stock but will obtain components and 
assemble them as orders arrive. 

Moseid says orders are payable by 
cashier's check, money order or COD. 
Persons paying by personal check will 
have to wait an additional period, pro
bably two weeks, for their checks to 
clear, he says. 

For further information, contact 
Model Masters, 22411 Mountain 
Laurel Way, Diamond Bar, CA 91765 
or (714) 861-8146. 

Auto-Type Ill 
Auto-Type III is a 32-column word 

processor that automatically formats 
text with the TI99/4A. 

The program is said to have true 
lower case letters and a cursor speed of 
30 characters per second. 

According to . the manufacturer, 
users can right justify text. The entire 
program is resident in memory. 
Keyword and file names do not require 
special codes or DSK prefixes. 

Joseph G. Puchalski, president of 
Technologies Support Group Inc.; 
which produces Auto-Type III, says 
the program is fully compatible with 
the 128K Foundation memory expan
sion card and handles up to four disk 
drives in any format configuration. He 
says the user can use it as a typewriter 
and type direct, or issue special printer 
commands or terminal emulator com
mands to a modem such as the Hayes 
Smart Series. 

Also, Auto-Type III is said to permit 
disk file management for viewing or 
deleting unwanted. files and to handle 

any file type with variable length 
records. It accomodates the TI-Writer, 
Editor/ Assembler or executable merge 
program files. It permits control 
characters which have been assigned 
graphic symbols for easy identification 
to be included in text, according to the 
manufacturer, and features a five
character screen ruler. 

A feature called Edit/Pause allows 
him the user to stop the printer at any 
point so that he may do editing and 
then return to printing a file where it 
left off at the stroke of a single key, ac
cording to the manufacturer. Auto
Type III outputs to serial or parallel 
printers or modems at up to 9600 baud. 

According to the manufacturer, the 
program displays margin, line, 
character and record count plus file 
names and allows full text editing dur
ing or after text entry, review or right 
justifying. Foreground, backgro1;1nd 
and screen color may be set in any col
or combination desired, and the pro
gram contains more than· 40 error and 
advisory messages. 

Of the more than 150 sectors of pro
gram code, two-thirds are written in 
Extended BASIC, unprotected to allow 
customizing. The balance is writterrin 
assembly language. Auto-Type III 
comes with a IO-page manual and 
telephone help for registered owners. 

Price is $65 from Technologies Sup
port Group Inc., Kingsbury Road, Box 
222, Spencer MA 01562 or (617) 
885-6425.

Newsbytes is a column of general information 
for Tl99/4A users. It includes product an
nouncements and other items of interest. The 
publisher does not necessarily endorse products 
listed in this column. Vendors and others are en
couraged to submit items for consideration. 
Items submitted will be verified by the staff 
before inclusion and edited to fit the Newsbytes 
format. Mail items to: MICROpendium, P .0. 
Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 
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User N□tes 
Joystick improved 

Dwight Klettke of Summit Park, 
Utah, points out a problem in last 

month's joystick tester program and 
offers a suggestion to improve it. 

The errors he points out. are in lines 
150 and 190. The CALL KEY com
mand in line 1 SO was published as 
CALL KEY(NO,K,S) and should be 
CALL KEY(l,K,S). 

Line 190 has two typographical er
rors. This is how it should look: 

190 DISPLAY ATCl0,4):""l'' : 
: DISPLAY AT(12,2):" 11

-'' ::I
DISPLAY ATC12,4) :""*" : : DI 
SPLAY ATC14,4):" 11 •l''<

Now, onto the improvements. 
In addition to providing five pro

gram lines, Klettke writes: "The addi

tional lines (271-27.S, see below) do 
provide definite improvement on the 
graphics display, permitting visual con
firmation of diagonal moves. After the 
common software problem of not 
releasing the Alpha Lock, the most fre
quent hardware problem in the TI 
joysticks involves diagonal moves. It 
requires relatively equal force on two 
contacts, which are separated by 90 
degrees on a circle, to indicate diagonal 
motion. The construction of the 
joystick (for those who like to take 
things apart) reveals that this move
ment is more likely to encounter pro
blems than the horizontal ad vertical 
movements. Although the digital 
readouts. are present to verify 
diagonals, some people (like me) may 
not notice those ttt first. And as long as 
a visual display is available, why not 
use it fully?" 

Here are Klettke's improvements: 

271 IF Z=O AND Y=O THEN CALL 
SPRITEC#l ,33,7,88,40) : : X2 

=X : : Y2=Y : : SUBEXIT 
272 IF X=4 AND Y=4 THEN CALL 
SPRITE(#l ,33, 7,80 ,48) : : X2= 
X : : Y2=Y : : SUBEXIT 
273 IF X=4 AND Y=-4 THEN CAL 
L SPRITEC#l,33,7,95,48) :: X 
2=X : : Y2=Y : : SUB EX IT 
274 IF X=-4 AND Y=-4 THEN CA 

LL SPRITEC#l,33,7,96,32) :: 
X2=X : : Y2=Y : : SUB EX IT 
275 IF X=-4 AND Y=4 THEN CAL 
L SPRITEC#l ,33,7,80,32) : : X 
2=X : : Y2=Y : : SUBEX IT 

. 

Save designs 

Here's another tip from Dwight 
Klettke that will be of use to those who 
are using George Wentzel's Designer 
program from the May issue. Klettke's 
submission allows Designer users to 
save and load their new character sets. 

Klettke writes: "Reload previously 
defined files and add, or immediately 
(P)rint to set up your printer with its
new character set. Multiple character
files may be stored in this manner for
future use."

50 R,C=l :: DISPLAY ATC22,1)
:"A~E <NS > ND vNX JN. o

"'0": :• Finished Load
11 

65 if K=76 THEN 190 
140 DISPLAY ATC24,2):"Alter 
Next Print Quit Save" :: CAL 
L KEYCO ,K,S> : : IF S<l THEN 
140 : : IF K=Bl THEN STOP 
141 IF K=83 THEN 190 
190 !ROUTINES FOR DISK 

OPERATJct,1S 
200 IF K=83 THEN 210 ELSE 2

30 
21 0 DI SPLAY AT C 1 9 , 1 ) : R PT$ C " 
",168) :: DISPLAY AT(22,1):" 
FILE NAME?: DSKl." :: ACCEPT 

AT<22,18) :FN$ : ,: OPEN #1 :"D 
SK1. ·&FN$, INTERNAL ,VARIABLE 
254,0UTPUT 
220 PRINT Ml :NH : : FOR. I=l T 
0 NH :: PRINT #1:P$(I),0$(l) 
, :: NEXT I :: CLOSE #1 :: 
DISPLAY AT(l9,1):RPT$( R ",16 
8 ) : : GOTO l 4 0 

230 DISPLAY ATC19,1):RPT$(" 
11 

, 16 8) : : DI SPLAY AT< 22, 1) : 
II FI LE NAME?: DSKl . H : : ACCEPT 
AT< 2 2 , 1 8) : FN$ 

235 ON ERROR 250 :: OPEN #1: 
aDSKt.•&FN$,INTERNAL,VARIABL 
E, 254, INPUT 
240 INPUT #1 :NH : : H=NH-1 : : 
FOR I=l TO NH :: INPUT #1:P 

$(1),0$(1), :: NEXT I :: CLO 
SE # 1 : : DI SPLAY AT< 1 9, 1) : RP 
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T $ < " " , 1 6 8 ) : : GOTO 1 4 0 
250 DISPLAY AT(22,1): N ERROR 
IN LOADING FILE!! 11: n <PRESS E

NTER TO CONTINUE)" 
260 CALL KEY CO , KE, ST) : : IF 
KE<>l3 THEN 260 ELSE 20 

Acceptable 

John N. Marx, of Lubbock, Texas, 
writes: "George Zinmeister's letter 
(June issue) asks for a command or 
routine to ACCEPT a full-length string 
in Extended BASIC. I know of no such 
command, and would be most happy 
to learn of one if it exists. In the mean
time, I submit the following routine, 
which does what he wants." 

"Simple concatenation (line 18) will 
work, but the user must supply the cor
rect spacing. The improved version 
does this, except at the end of 
sentences. The real problem arises in 
editing such strings. My longish se

quence does this. It takes less than a se

cond to run. If the first lines are left 
almost empty, extra spaces are 
generated in A$, though they can be 
edited out. When used with normal 

typing, this sequence should solve the 
problem." 

The routine follows: 

10 REM SEQUENCE FOR EXPANSIO 
N OF 'ACCEPT AT' TO GIVE A S
TRING OF 80 CHARACTERS 
12 REM SIMPLE CONCATENATION 
VERSION. USER PROVIDES SPAC 
ES AT THE BEGINNING OF LINES 

14 CALL CLEAR :: DISPLAY AT( 
1,1):"INPUT DATA. TYPE TO T 
HE END OF EACH LINE. USE A 
LEADING SPACE ON THE NEXT LI 
NP 
16 DISPLAY ATC4,1):"IF AT TH 
E END OF A WORD AND TWO IF A 
T THE END OF A SENTENCE." 
18 ACCEPT AT<B,l):8$ :: ACCE 
PT AT<9,1):C$ :: ACCEPT AT<l 
O,l)SIZE(22):D$ :: AS=B$&C$& 
0$ 
20 REM IMPROVED CONCATENATIO 
N VERSION 

(Please turn to Page 44) 
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22 REM IF THE END OF A SENTE 
NCE COMES AT THE END OF A LI 
NE, INSERT A LEADING SPACE 0 
N THE NEXT LINE TO PROVIDE T 
HE USUAL TWO SPACES. 
24 CALL CLEAR :: DISPLAY AT( 
1 , 1 ) : 11 ENTER DATA. USE ONLY 

COMPLETE WORDS ON ANY 
LINE." 
26 ACCEPT AT<4,1):8$ :: ACCE 
PT AT(5,1):C$ :: ACCEPT AT<6 
,1)SIZE<22):D$ :: A$=Bs&• 11 & 
C$&" 11 &0$ 
28 REM EDIT THE STRING A$ 
30 IF SEG$(A$,27-K,1)=• " TH 
EN 32 : : K=K + 1 : : GOTO 30 
32 8$=SEG$(A$,1,27-K) 
34 IF SEG$(A$,55-K-L,1)=• " 
THEN 36 :: L=L+1 :: GOTO 34 
36 C$=SEG$(A$,28-K,28-L) 
38 IF SEG$(A$,83-K-L-M,l)=• 
• THEN 40 :: M---M+1 :: GOTO 3
8
40 D$=SEG$(A$,56-K-L,28-M)
42 E$=SEG$(A$,84-K-L-M,28)
44 DISPLAY AT<8,1):8$:C$:0$:
E$
46 ACCEPT AT<8,1)SIZE<-28):8
$ :: ACCEPT AT<9,1)SIZE(-28)
:C$ :: ACCEPT AT(10,l)SIZE<-
28):0$
48 ACCEPT AT(11,1)S12E(-28):
E$ : : A$=8$& 11 1

1 &C$& 11 11 &0$&"
ll&E$
50 DISPLAY AT(13,1):A$ :: AC
CEPT AT(24,28):YT$ :: K=O ::
L = 0 : : M= 0 : : END

Printer routine 
George Venzke, of Streamwood, Il

linois, writes: "This little program 
makes it rather easy to set the print 
commands for my Gemini lOX. It can 
also be used as a poor man's word pro
cessor. All you have to be careful 
about is not running over three lines on 
the screen. I find it useful for writing 
short lettes, such as orders or notes." 

"Paragraph indentions can be set by 
placing a period then moving the cur
sor the number of spaces that you 
want. When I start out I just auto 
number, starting at 100. The next time 

I use the program I just type over· the 
old lines. 't 

"One thing that you have to 
remember is to start each line of text 
with a' data statement. Print type is 
changed in Line 8. I also set the end 
statement at· 1000 so as to leave enough 
room for a long letter." 

This program can probably be 
adopted to other printers without 
much trouble. It is listed below: 

1 OPEN #1: 11 PIO· 
2 ESC$=CHR$(27) :: STANDS$=E 
SC$&" 5 11 

: : ·ITALI C$=ESC$&" 4 11 

:: PlCA$=ESC$&"B•&CHR$(1):: 
COMP$=ESC$& • B 

11 &CHR$ ( 3) : : WI 
DE$=CHR$(14) :: RESET$=ESC$& 
11 G 11 

: : coBLS$=ESC$&· w : : EL 
ITE$=EScs&•a·&cHR$(2) 
3 EMPH$=ESC$&"E" :: CEMPH$=E 
scs&·F· :: DBLS$=ESC$&"G 11 

:: 

CDBLS$=ESC$& 1
1 H" : : ELITE$=ES 

C$& 11 8 11 &CHR$(2) 
4 N=100 
5 FOR 1=1 TO N 
6 READ L$ 
7 IF L$= 11 END• THEN 12 
8 PRINT #1:ITAL1C$:L$ 
9 NEXT I 
10 PRINT #1:RESET$ 
11 CLOSE #1 
12 STOP 

Lower case letters 
Edwin E. Chernosky II of Littleton, 

Massachussetts, writes: 
Type in and run the following pro

gram. When the cursor appears, type: 
Small. 
100 INPUT A$ 
110 CALL KEY(3,K,S) 
129 INPUT A$ 

You will notice that the letters ap
pearing on the screen all appear as up
per case in the second input statement. 
Adding: 

130 CALL KEY(0,K,S) 
140 INPUT A$ 
still has not returned the letters to 

· lower case. Change:
130 CALL KEY(S,K,S)

Now the letters appear as they 
should. 

Clarification 
Paul Degner, of the Winnipeg 99/4 

User Group, Manitoba, writes: 
"Under your June User Notes column, 
you stated that T. L. Atkinson writes 
for the Winnipeg 99/4 User- Group. In 
fact, T.L. Atkinson writes for the 
T.I.N.S. (Texas Instruments users of
Nova Scotia) newsletter, which is 
located several thousand miles away 
from the province of Manitoba. We 
have an exchange agreement with their 
group that lets us use their newsletter 
articles without prior consent, but we 
must acknowledge th� author in the 
reprint." 

Static Problems 
C. Paul Stehling, of Santa Fe, New

Mexico, writes: "Those of you haying 
static problems because you have your 
console located in a carpeted room 
should try this cheap· fix. Pour half a 
cup of Downey fabric softener into a 
spray bottle with water and lightly 
spray your carpet. The static problem 
will cease to exist and each application 
will only cost you a fraction of a cent.'' 

Nutmeg group starts 
A users group, the Nutmeg Ninety 

Niners, has been started for TI99/4A 
users in Connecticut. 

Interested persons may contact the 
group's president, David Gallagher, 
139 Grassy Hill Road, Waterbury, CT 
06704. 

Tl-Writer solutions 
Gary Cox, of Memphis, Tennessee, 

responds to two problems encountered 
by TI-Writer users: "In answer to 
William J. Bullock'.s question (June) 
about stopping the automatic form 
feed of TI-Writer, he may run the 
following program before using his TI
Writer and it will stop the form feed 
that TI�Writer sends. This will con
tinue to work as long as he does not 

(Please tum to Page 4�) 
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(Continued from Page 44) 
turn off the printer, in which case it 
will lose its memory of the command. 
10 OPEN #1:"PIO" 
20 PRINT #1 :CHR$(27);CHR$(67);C 
HR$(1) 
30 CLOSE #1 

"Run this program with the printer 
on and then insert Tl-Writer and work 
as you normally would." (There is also 
a software update available through 
MICROpendium Freeware that solves 
this problem.) 

"Also, in answer to Bob Linberg's 
problem of TI-Writer not printing ex
tra spaces inserted after a period, etc., 
all you need to do is type up your docu-

ment exactly as you want it printed, 
with spaces, etc. When you are ready 
to save it, hit CTRL O and then save it. 
This is a command that tells TI-Writer 
to print a document exactly as it is writ
ten. You may notice that after hitting 
CTRL O the auto wrap feature (when 
typing a document) is turned off. 
Simply hit CTRL O again to turn it on. 
Also, to document may be printed 
while in the text editor by by the (P)rint 
(F)ile command and is printed exactly
as it is displayed on the screen."

Cooling fans 
A couple of readers have reported 

Update on SUPER CART 
John Clulow has sent additional information regarding the construc

tion of the SUPER CART module, articles about which appeared in the 
June and July issues: 

The published design of the SUPER CART module does not work 
with a cartridge expander. To correct this, disconnect the resistor Rl 
from its F4 connection and re-solder it to F3. 

Some modules, such as TI Invaders, have a capacitor at C3 rather than 
a wire. The foil around the edge of the board must be grounded. To cor
rect this, remove the capacitor at C3 and replace it with a piece of heavy 
wire (such as a resistor lead). If this change is not made, the LED will 
not light and the module will not function correctly. 

A disk of software for SUPER CART which includes material to allow 
any Option 3 E/ A program to be loaded into the module for menu access 
can be obtained from David R. Romer, 213 Earl St., Walbridge, OH 
43465. Enclose $6 for the cost of disk, mailing and handling. 

Asgard programs 
Asgard Software announces the 

release of Disk Data Base and 
GRAPHX Companion and of Version 
2 of Stamp Manager. 

Disk Data Base is said to allow the 
user to catalog with assembly language 
speed up to 12,500 files in one single 
data base. The program is set up to 
allow the user to sort the data base by 
file name or disk name or to print it out 
unsorted. The program is said to allow 
! or conversions of catalogs made with

other popular disk cataloging pro
grams for use with DDB. 

The program requires Extended 
BASIC, 32K memory expansion and a 
disk drive and controller; a second· 
drive and a printer are recommended. 
Cost is $15 for the unprotected pro
gram. 

GRAPHX Companion is a collec
tion of fonts, clip art, animation se
quences and pictures for use with 
GRAPHX. The · program requires 
GRAPHX (available through Asgard 
for $60), and has a suggested retail 
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that they have not received merchan
dise or any response after ordering 
PEB cooling fans from the WCN BBS, 
as announced in the May 1985 
MICROpendium. 

When contacted, Douglas Davis, 
operator of the BBS, said he had had 
to back-order fans, but was catching 
up on orders. 

User Notes is a column of tips and ideas 

designed to help readers put their home com

puters to better use. The information provided 

here comes from many sources, including TI 

home computer user group newsletters. 

MICROpendium will pay $10 for any item sent 

in by readers that appears in this column. Mail 

tips to: MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, 

Round Rock TX 78680. 

price of $10. 
Version 2 of Stamp Manager is said 

to be completely compatible with Ver
sion 1 and feature assembly language 
sorts and faster printing routines, as 
well as a new utility for sorting data by 
condition as well as by Scott Number, 
Value, Quantity or Date Purchased. 

Asgard says purchasers of Version 1 
may upgrade to Version 2 free of 
charge by returning their program 
diskette to Asgard Software, P .0. Box 
10306, Rockville, MD 20850. 
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Classified 

Policy 
Classified advertising is a unique feature of MICROpendium. 

published in any particular issue. Any damages that result either 
from errors in copy or from failure to be included in any particular 
edition will be limited t6 the amount of the cost of the advertise
ment itself. The publisher reserves the right to reject any advertise
ment. The cost is 20 cents per word. Classified advertisements must be 

paid in advance. Classified advertisers may request a category 
under which they would like their advertisement to appear, but the 
final placement decision is the responsibility of the publisher. 

Classified deadlines will be kept open for as long as practical. 

The advertiser may elect to publish the advertisement in subse
quent editions at the same charge, payable prior to publication. 
The deadline for carryover classifieds is the same as for new 
advertising. 

For the purpose of classified advertising deadlines, any classified 
ad received later than the first day of a_ny month cannot be assured 
of placement in the next edition. We will do our best to include 
every advertisement that is submitted in the earliest possible 
edition. 

In submitting an ad, please indicate whether you would like a 
refund if it is not published in the requested edition or whether you 
would like us to hold it for the next edition. Cancellations and 
refunds cannot be made after the second day of the month. 

Send classified advertising to: MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343,

Round Rock, TX 78680. The publisher offers no guarantee that any advertisement will be 

Software for Sale 

SOFTWARE--THE LOWEST PRICE I 

Shop No Further! A SUPER collection 
of 140 terrific cassette programs for 
your Tl99/ 4A. Each program at the 
UNBEATABLE PRICE of 50 cents. Why 
pay more? Free catalog/bonus 
coupon. Hours of fun! The Exchange, 
MC-15, P.O. Box 46, Sterling, VA
22170. Visa/Mastercard. SASE ap
preciated. (703) 435-2789. The AF
FORDABLE software package. v2n7

Tl99/4A SOFTWARE 

140 programs available, only $3 each! 
Not public domain, not translations, 
not pirated, not brief routines, these 
are absolutely original, innovotive 
programs utilizing full color and sound 
capabi I ities of the Tl99/ 4A. Games, 
education, music, displays, program
mers' aids, etc. Catalog $1, refun
dable. Tigercub Software, 156 Coll
ingwood, Whitehall, OH 43213. 
v2n11 

NUTS & BOLTS 

A diskfull of 100 (I) utility subprograms 
for the Tl99/4A in XBASIC MERGE for
mat, ready to merge into your pro
grams. With documentation, just 
$19. 95 postpaid I Tigercub Software, 
156 Collingwood, Whitehall, OH 
43213. v2n7 

NEW-CHARACTER SETS AND 

GRAPHICS DESIGN PACKAGE 

Print to Epson or Prowriter compatible 

printers, lines of text using any of the 
specially created character sets, TEN in 
all, or create your own character set to 
print. The sets are made up of 
characters four lines high and three 
character blocks across. Package in
cludes many other features. Requires 
XB, 32K, DISK and printer. Select Ep
son or Prowriter version if ordering at 
$17. 95 or send for more information. 
Also available are game, educational 
and business software and on 
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE SCREEN IMAGE 
DUMP program that prints screen im
ages to Epson or Prowriter compatible 
printers in just 45 seconds for $15.00. 
Send for catalog to BRIGHT MICRO 
KOMPUTERS, 2781 RESOR ROAD, FAIR-
FIELD, OHIO 45014. v2n8 

TIPS FROM TIGERCUB 

For Tl99/4A, full disk of 50 programs, 
routines, files from the well-known 
Tigercub Tips newsletters -1-14. $15 
postpaid. Tigercub Software, 156 Coll
ingwood, Whitehall, OH 43213. v2n8 

PROGRAMS OFFERED 

Baseball card inventory program 
$19.95 
Portfolio management $19.95. 
Options and bond analysis $19.95. 
Extended BASIC and disk drive re
quired. Richard F. Erznoznik, 2836 
Melhollin Dr., Jacksonville, Fl 32216. 

v2n7 

PRINTER CONTROL 

GEMINI/EPSON owners-control your 
printer, avoid printing through page 
perforations or punching holes in your 

line numbers. This program allows 
setting of margins, print pitch, perfora
tion skip, etc. Tl99/ 4A BASIC

l is t ing-$2.00; cassette-$4.00; 
Disk-$6.00 PPO. John C. Roberts, 419 
Branscomb Road, GCS, Fl 32043. 
v2n7 

INFOCOM SUPPORTS YOUR Tl 99/Q 
with 13 of its Interactive Ficti�n titlesl 
The best-selling computer- entertain
ment of oil time-the Zork trilogy. 
1985's #lbest seller-the Hitchhiker'• 
Gulde To The Galaxy. The tales of 
adventure-Infi de l  and 
Cutthroats. The mysteries-Wltne11 
and Deadline, the first computer 
mystery. The magical fantasies-En• 
chanter and Sorcerer. And science 
fiction-Starcro11, Suspended, and 
Planetfall. For more details, write In• 
focom, 25 Cambridgepark Drive, Cam
bridge, MA 02140. To order, call toll
free I00-262·6161. (All require ·48K ex
pansion, disk, and one of the follow
ing: Extended BASIC, Mini-Memory, or 
Editor/Assembler.) v2,n12 

LAST CHANCE 

We still have a limited supply of MID
NITE MASON cartridges for $5.00 each. 
Also, we will make available all our 
disk software: T.I.TOAD, BURGER 
BUILDER, MIDNITE MASON and MICRO 
PINBALL indefinitely. All are Assembly 
Language and require Memory Expan
sion and XBASIC to load. $10.00 each. 
SOFTWARE SPECIALTIES, INC., P.O. Box 
3 3 04, EVERG R E E N  C O  
80439 v2,n7 
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HOME FINANCIAL ASSISTANT 

Easy to use software includes: Mor
tgage payment calculator. Complete 
amortization schedule which prints to 
screen or printer. Mortgage interest 
and balance for each month in one 
year sections. Automobile calculator 
which calculates car payments. 
Automobile comparison program 
which finds the best deal between two 
similar cars and compares the cost bet
ween your present car and a. new car. 
Full instruction included. Requires XB, 
32K, Disk, printer is optional. Send 
$10.95 to: J. Schreiber 4555 Easton 

Ave.  Be t hlehem, Pa.  

18017 v2,n7 

DISK DRIVES-Fully warranted drives. 
Canon DS/DD MDD210 full height 
drive, 6ms speed, direct driven $75.00 
Sa nyo SM548D QUARTZ driven 

slimline drive, 6ms, DS/DD $135.00. 
Add $2.00/drive for shipping. Send 
check or money order to: Texaments 
53 Center Street Patchogue, NY 

11n2 v2,n7 

QUIZ GENERATOR 

ALL-PURPOSE QUIZ GENERATOR for 
Tl99/4A-This program allows you to 
create your own computer-generated 
quizzes on any subject. Features in
clude fill ins, multiple choice and full 
editing capabilities. This program 
makes a great study aid. Requires Ex
tended BASIC. Product carries a full 
money back guarantee. Please 
specify cassette or disk version. Send 
check or money ofder for $9. 95, $1.50 
shipping and handling to JSTI Soft
ware; 70 Stenson Dr.; N. Attleboro, 
MA 02760. v2,n7 

OKIDAT A 92, 93 PRINTER OWNERS: 

Design your own DLCG characters 
directly on the Tl99/ 4A screen. Easy 
and flexible program lets you save, 
load, print, examine or modify in
dividual characters or complete sets 
(ASCII 32-127). Use with Tl-Writer or 
any other program. Includes complete 
instructions plus additional printer 
utilities. Requires Extended BASIC, 
Okidata 92 or 93, disk system. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed. Send SASE for more 
information, or order for $15.00 {disk 
only) from Lee Wilkerson, 26 Valley 
Rd.,  Rt .  2 ,  For t  Mi l l ,  SC 
29715. v2, n8 

MYARC PERIPHERAL EXPANSION 

CARDS-32K card $119.00, 128K card 
$209.00, RS232 card $89.95, Disk Con
tro 11 er card $169. 95. Add $2. 00/ card 
for shipping. Send check or money 
order to: Texaments 53 Center Street 

Patchogue, NY 11n2 v2,n7 

SPELL & SORT 

Probably two of the most useful pro
grams you'll ever own. SPELL 1.0 is a 
spelling checker that compares your 
Tl-Writer text to your own custom dic
tionary file of over 2000 words F-A-S-T. 
SORT 1.0 will put ANY DISK FILE you 

BANKROLL-

(Continued from Page 41) 

that nonetheless calls for measured 
responses by each player. 

Although the game is enjoyable to 
play, keyboard input is on the slow 
side. Players must hold the keys down 
for a second to make sure responses are 
registered by the program. It would 
have been useful if the program would 
allow players to enter buy and sell 
orders for several investments at a 
time. 

Ease of Use: The mechanics of 
Bankroll are quite easy to pick up, 
though the strategy may present a 
challenge. This game is definitely not 
for the very young. Those who enjoy 
playing Monopoly would probably en

joy Bankroll. 
Documentation: The manual con

sists of six pages of information detail
ing the how-tos of the game as well as 
suggestions for winning strategies. It's 
,adequate to the task. 

Value: Bankroll is an interesting 

stock market game. It's well-conceived 
and operates in a logical fashion. What 
randomness  there  i s-the  
headlines-affects all players equally. 
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have into ANY ORDER you want. Sor
ting can take place on multiple keys 
up to 8 on ANY TYPE OF FILE and on 
ANY NUMBER OF RECORDS F-A-S-T. 
Both are written in Assembly 
Language and require Memory Expan
sion, Disk Drive and either Tl-Writer or 
Editor/Assembler. $10.00/both. SOFT
WARE SPECIALTIES, INC., P.O. BOX 
3304, EVERGREEN, CO 80439. v2n7 

CC-40

cc,o OWNERS 

Expand your internal memory to 18K 
for only $35.00 post paid. Compatible 
with all CC40 software and hardware. 
For more information, contact MICRO
REP 4413 Cornell Dr. Garland, Texas 
75042 v2,n8 

Unlike similar board games, the com
puter is the banker in this one, which 
allows everyone to concentrate on win
ning rather than watching the banker. 
It's a nice break from family games of 
Monopoly. 

99/4R 

RUTO SPELL-CHECK 

'for TI-NRITER 1 

Quickly check your text 
for unsightly spelling 

errors. 
send: 

t S49,95+S3,00 S�H t 
NC/VISA: Include card I, 
phone I, expiration date, 

to: 
ORA60NSLAYER ASC 
2606 PONOEROSA DR. 
ONAHA, NE 68123 
(402)291-8323
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The ONLY monthly devoted to the 99/4A 
Subcription Fees 
$15 for 12 issues via domestic third class mai I 
$18.50 for 12 issues via domestic first-class 
mail 

$18.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues Canadian 
delivery 

$21.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues foreign 

delivery via surface mail 
$35.00 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues foreign 

delivery via air mail 

(Texas residents add 77 cents sales tax) 

Address Changes 
Subscribers who move may have the delivery 

of their most recent issue(s) delayed unless 
MICROpendium is notified six weeks in ad

vance of address changes. Please include 
your old address as it appears on your mailing 

label when making an address change. 

Back Issue Policy 
Back issues of MICROpendium are available 

to subscribers only. Those wishing back issues 
may notify us of the issue(s) desired and in

clude $1.35 per issue desired in a check or 

money order. (U.S. and Canada; Texas 
residents add 5. 125% sales tax.) For foreign 

airmail delivery, add $2 per issue, 50 cents 
per issue surface mail. All prices listed are 

U.S. funds. 

Time to RENEW? 
Readers who are interested in renewing their subscription to 

MICROpendium without missing a single issue must do so before 

their current subscription expires. 

At right is a facsimile of a typical 

mailing label that is attached to the 
front of subscriber copies. 

The upper line includes informa
tion about the month the subscrip
tion was entered and the number of 
the first issue the subscriber receiv

ed. This information is accurate for 
those who have backdated their sub
scriptions as well as those who have 
not. (An asterisk included with the nu 
bers indicates that the subscri 10n 
has been renewed. Renewal hang
ing from third to first cl mailing 

will not have the asteri added until 

the mo.nth the firs class mailing 
begins.) 

When renew· g subscriptions, in-
clude a co of a mailing label or 

e codes that appear on 

A 1284·82 
0 SMITH 

4 ELM ST. 

105 

Code description 

•criptlon. "A" means active. 
L The combination of the 
next four numbers refers to 
the month and year the sub
scr ipt ion was actual ly
entered. 

--The next 2-4 characters represent the type of subscription and the 
number or initial of the month of the year the subscription started. 
"S" means subscriber. Refer to the following definitions for the issue 
your subscription started: 
2=February 
3=March 
4=Aprll 
S=May 

6=June 
7=July 
8=August 
9=September 

0=October 
N=November 
D=December 
1=January 

Our subscription year runs from February to January. In other words, our first 

edition of any year will be the February edition. The last edition of any year will 

be the following January's edition. Those who have "S2" subscriptions must 

renew this month to receive this year's February edition. 

r------------------------------------
. I 

SUBSCRIBE 

NOW! 

Keep Up With 

Tl99/4A 

News&Views 

Send me the next 12 issues of MICROpendium. I am 
enclosing $ in a check or money order in U.S. 
funds. (Texas residents add 5.125% sales tax.) Mail to: 
MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Name ________________ _ 

Address ______________ _ 

City ______________ _ 

State _______ ZIP ______ _ 

v2n7 

L------------------------------------
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